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DIAZ’S ANTIGUAN
HOLIDAY HOME
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VILLA MANAGEMENT
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With you every
step of the way
Letting your property can be a scary business. We want to make
sure that you get exactly what you want, whether it’s a manager to
maintain your property in your absence for peace of mind or full
rental management to maximise your return on investment.

% Call us today on +1 268 562 7814

1. YOUR WAY
There are a number of different ways we can manage your property. Choose from our
many services to ensure your property is managed the way you want it.

VILLA MANAGEM

2. MAXIMISING RENTAL INCOME
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We realise that the needs of each homeowner are different. We can tailor your
management package to suit your needs, be it short term or long term rentals, or
accommodating for your holiday.

3. KEEPING OUR PROMISE
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We will always care for your property as if it were our own. No matter the issue we want
you to feel you can let us take care of it to give you the peace of mind you want when
leaving your property in our care.

We realise that first impressions count and we want you to get the
most out of your villa. It will always be presented in the way you
would want it to be.
We insist on only using the best and most qualified
maintenance staff for all our properties

www.villa-management-antigua.com
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Luxury Locations Magazine is published bi-annually
and is distributed to a readership of high net worth
individuals throughout Antigua & Barbuda. The
publication is also distributed to the UK and USA.
The next issue will be out in July 2018. For all
advertising and editorial enquires please contact
info@luxurylocations.com.
Every attempt has been made to ensure the accuracy
of published content. Neither Luxury Locations
nor Luxury Locations Magazine endorses any
advertisements or opinions expressed. No part of
Luxury Locations Magazine can be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in
any form by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording or otherwise, without
written permission of Luxury Locations Ltd and LL
Mag Ltd.

With special thanks to journalist Gemma Handy for
contributory articles and photographers Alex Andre
Rhodes and Scotty Meade.

facebook.com/luxurylocations.themagazine

luxury-locations-the-magazine.tumblr.com

@LuxMagAntigua

pinterest.com/luxeditor
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MANUFACTURE
FLYBACK CHRONOGRAPH
Handcrafted in-house movement.
Manufacture Collection : in-house developed,
in-house produced and in-house assembled movements.

More information on frederiqueconstant.com
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LETTER FROM LUXURY LOCATIONS
expanded to include spreads exclusively
for both men and women – are also found
within these pages.
There’s the latest update on the ultra
luxurious Pearns Point development, a
peek inside Cameron Diaz’s Antiguan
holiday pad, and a special feature detailing
the intrinsics of repowering an older boat
with a brand new engine, sure to delight
any nautical enthusiast.
Don’t miss the chance to browse the
heady interior of a billionaire’s superyacht
on page 20, along with the numerous
exceptional properties Luxury Locations
currently has listed for sale.
Finally, to anyone considering
setting up home here, Barbuda’s ongoing
challenges, and their multi-faceted nature,
remain. But our resilient spirit will see
us through, and Barbuda will rise again,
better than before.
In the meantime, Antigua – and the
nation as a whole – remains not just open
for business but firing on all cylinders. n

tio

unscathed quickly turned to heartbreak
when we learned that our beautiful sister
island had not been so lucky. Pristine,
unassuming, tranquil Barbuda had been
utterly ripped to pieces.
Luxury Locations – along with
many other businesses, individuals and
organisations – was quick to parcel
up emergency supplies to send to our
brothers and sisters as they emerged,
blinking with disbelief, to the full horror
of the worst natural disaster seen here in
recorded history.
Our article on page 46 attempts to
pay tribute to the sense of solidarity,
strength and selflessness manifested in the
first dark days after the disaster. The unity
between Caribbean islands was evidenced
in the helping hands outstretched
to Dominica too, left decimated by
Hurricane Maria, and other neighbouring
islands, even as we faced our own trauma
on home soil. This 13th edition of Luxury
Locations Magazine would have been
remiss without an homage to them.
Many of the regulars you have come
to know and love in this unique biannual
publication – such as the Luxe List, now
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iven last season’s destruction,
one might wonder at the logic
of making the decision to not
just move to an island within the Atlantic
hurricane belt, but establish homes,
businesses and lives here too.
Ask anyone who has done so and
they will generally testify that the pluses
outweigh the negatives. And hey, doesn’t
life anywhere carry an element of risk?
Many of us directly experienced that
long horrifying night in September when
international headlines screamed about
record-breaking wind speeds as category
five Hurricane Irma barrelled towards our
little islands. We remember the feelings
of helplessness as we braced ourselves for
the worst, amid the knowledge that life
as we knew it could be wiped out in a few
terrifying hours.
That night, the eyes of the watching
world were firmly levelled on Antigua &
Barbuda for all the wrong reasons.
Many people have their own theories
but, for whatever reason, Antigua was
spared by Irma. And Jose. And Maria.
However, sometime in the later hours of
September 6, our relief at coming through

Revamped Catherine’s Cafe
Page 40

6

Breathing new life into old boats
Page 60

Advertising and editorial queries and
suggestions should be directed to
info@luxurylocations.com
St Lucia luxury property
Page 86

Experience a real sense of occasion...
Le Bistro, Antigua’s �irst authentic French restaurant, was opened in 1981. Since then, its
popularity, with both visitors and locals, has never waned. Today, Le Bistro is and remains
one of Antigua’s most frequented restaurants. Dining here is close to luxurious perfection.
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Open Tuesday - Sunday from 6:30pm with last orders at 10:30pm. Closed on Mondays.
Hodges Bay, St. John’s, Antigua • T: (268) 462 3881 • F: (268) 461 5543 • E: pgbistro@candw.ag
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THE NEW AGE IN
REAL ESTATE SERVICES

What we do. We sell property, but we also do
a lot more!

Luxury Locations Magazine
LuxuryLocations
LUXUR
Arguably the most popular
Y LOCA
TIONS.
Bare feet are welcome
The Mag
magazine in Antigua, Luxury
azine
Look. List
en. Live.
Eat.
Locations magazine is a twice
Down to a fine art
yearly publication distributed
nationally and internationally.
The concept of the magazine
is to promote Antigua as a
destination and showcase the
best investment opportunities and property Antigua has to
offer.
Antigua
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Marketing Concepts and Branding
From concept design, to branding, websites, brochures and
translations, we can undertake all your marketing. And if you
want to see our quality and professionalism first hand, then look
no further than the magazine you are holding!
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Digital Media
Along with our digital media partners Cinematic Wings,
we combine world-class film making ability, cutting edge
technology and exceptional marketing to provide a quality
which is quite simply a cut above everything else. Scotty Meade,
the founder of Cinematic Wings, is a CINI Golden Eagle
winner for Best Director and was an executive producer and
film director working under contract with EMI International
and Abbey Road Studios and directed the multi-award winning
“The Abbey Road Story”.
Surveys and Modelling
Luxury Locations is the only agency who can provide you with
CAD 3D models of land and buildings. Topographical surveys,
volumetric surveys, and build progress surveys, can be combined
with architectural design concepts to make 3D digital models
accurate to 1mm! We can show the exact position and angle
where the sun will set on a property before a single brick is laid.

8

Management Services
We offer full property management services to create a seamless
transition from construction to generating rental income.
Buyers have the confidence that their property will be well
looked after and produce an immediate return on investment
which makes for an easy investment choice.
Case Study – Marketing and Sales
Pearns Point: Luxury Locations were appointed as sole agents
for Pearns Point in 2013. The 150 acre peninsula had yet to
attract its first sale despite being marketed for years. Luxury
Locations changed the marketing concept and rebranded
Pearns Point as an ultra exclusive high-end development –
“Shared by Few Rivalled by None”. By changing the brand
message and market perception, Luxury Locations were able to
generate sales of around US$30m in just 18 months.

2015

I’m FRE

Experiencing the organic luxury
of the Carlisle Bay resort

ca

Development Consultancy and Market Knowledge
We have the market insights; we live it and breathe it.
We know what will sell and what won’t. We can assist with
project concepts and provide detailed financial models for
generating investment for your project.

tio

Luxury Locations may be one of the newest real estate agencies in Antigua, but we are also the best, and if you
don’t believe us, you can check the figures; between 2014–2015 we achieved over US$100m in real estate sales,
equivalent to almost 10% of the GDP of Antigua & Barbuda! We are constantly asking ourselves what we can do
better. This founding concept has led to our success, and resulted in our winning international awards year on year.
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Shared by few, Rivalled by none

Sand, Sea and Seclusion, tailored to your dreams...
Pearns Point’s 137-acre pristine peninsular is one of the most sought after
resort and residential developments in the Caribbean. The beach front
property has been carefully divided into 59 residential plots, all designed
to offer each property maximum privacy, space and seclusion.

info@orangelimited.com | P.O. Box 1793 | Jolly Harbour | St. Mary’s, Antigua W.I.
Pearns Point is an officially endorsed development part of the Antigua & Barbuda Citizenship-by-Investment Programme.
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FEATURE

MASTERS OF DESIGN
You would be forgiven for thinking
a comfortable temperature mid-summer
means sky-high AC bills, dealing a hefty
blow to both your wallet and your carbon
conscience.

On an island blessed with picture
postcard scenery, an astute design also means
making the most of the exterior views.
“My style incorporates the use of
pavilions, where the outside becomes part
of the main living space, rather than a big
lump of house,” Mitch continues.
That theme is evidenced in the three
luxurious – and arguably the island’s most
stylish – resorts OBMI created in Antigua.
Sugar Ridge, Carlisle Bay, and Hermitage
Bay all exude an ineffable elegance,
understatedly so and characterised by open
sides, flat roofs, monochromatic tones and
a contemporary, organic vibe.
Recycled materials, such as the steel
and shingles used in roofs, feature heavily
in OBMI’s eco-friendly ethos.
Construction costs in the Caribbean
are high, due largely to labour challenges
and expensive materials. While using
an architect may seem like an additional
outlay, investing in a quality design can
add significant value to your home and
your quality of life, while saving money on
inefficient use of space and maintenance
further down the road.
Architects can also guide you through
the complex procedures of planning
permission and building regulations, and
monitor the builders’ work through to
completion.
“It’s short-sighted to think you don’t
need an architect,” Mitch says. “The point
is to get the right architect. It’s about
experience, being able to show what you’ve
done before, but being open to suggestions
and ideas.”
Interpreting a client’s brief is pivotal,
he explains. “Many people don’t know
what they want until they see something.

ca

C

“For most people, their home is the
single biggest expenditure they will
ever make and they will live with it
for the rest of their life. That’s why
it’s so important to get it right.”

Lo

limate change might be making
its impact felt in the Caribbean’s
increasingly sweltering summers
and severe hurricanes. But there’s no reason
global warming should put your dreams of
a tropical island home out in the cold.
A well-conceived design will take
everything from wind direction to
optimum roof pitch into account, helping
you keep your cool no matter what the
weather throws your way.
And it starts by enlisting the services of
a professional architect.
Environmental sensitivities are all
in a day’s work for the highly creative
team at the Antigua branch of OBM
International. With some of the country’s
most impressive properties in its portfolio,
the company describes itself as a “designer
of dreams”, creating spaces that transform
those who inhabit them.
“I’ve been doing that green stuff
forever,” says OBMI’s straight-talking
senior architect Mitch Stuart. “Now it
seems to be in vogue.”

tio

OBM INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTS: CREATING TOMORROW’S HOUSES TODAY
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Not so, says Mitch, who with 35 years’
experience conceptualising buildings in
the Caribbean, knows a thing or two about
working in harmony with the elements.
“Natural ventilation is fundamental,”
he tells Luxury Locations Magazine. “It’s
vital to make sure as much air as possible
is moving through the building. Get that
movement of air right, and everything else
flows.
“Keeping homes green reduces running
costs too.”

10
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It’s not about saying you can or can’t
do this; it’s about interpretation and
working together in an atmosphere of
understanding and trust.”
One of the biggest misconceptions
about architecture, smiles managing
director Carina Harney-Rogerson, is that
“we press a few buttons and the design
comes out of a computer”.
“In fact clients are paying for our
ideas, our creativity,” she says. “And it also
lessens the risk of nasty shocks during the
building process. When they see the end

product, they find they have actually saved
money by using an architect.”
An OBMI client is a satisfied one,
Carina continues. “Feedback is usually that
they are happy that it all came together
and also that you can see consistency
throughout.
“It’s great when a client goes the
route of letting us take care of the whole
package, including interior design and
landscaping. That’s when you end up with
something beautifully cohesive.”
She adds: “Our clients always get
far more than they paid for. Because we
love what we do, we always go above and
beyond.”
Mitch agrees. “Most of our work is
from word of mouth recommendations.
Architecture is a constant challenge and
hard work, but very satisfying.”
Mitch, who undertook his professional
training in his native Scotland, adds:
“Hiring an architect gives your project a
much better chance of success than, say,
an engineer as the design is absolutely
fundamental.
“For most people, their home is the
single biggest expenditure they will ever
make and they will live with it for the rest
of their life. That’s why it’s so important to
get it right.” n
11

with the largest portfolio of exclusive
listings for sale and rent.
The unrivalled international exposure we
guarantee our listings earned us the gong
for best real estate marketing in Antigua
& Barbuda at the 2015 International
Property Awards. That followed three
Overseas Property Professionals Awards in
2014 and 2013, twice naming us third best
real estate agency in the world, and second
best in the regional category to boot.
We may be a small team but we’re a
mighty one, with four decades’ worth of

tio
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t’s no secret that real estate agents
suffer from a less than flattering public
perception. So it’s a special feat when
a firm bucks the trend by building and
maintaining a reputation as a reliable,
professional and trusted entity which has
stood the test of time - corroborated by a
fistful of industry awards.
Spring 2018 will mark nine years
since the inception of Luxury Locations
and its property management arm,
Villa Management. Today, we are firmly
established as the country’s leading agency
SAM DYSON

JAVIER SPENCER
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UK-born Nadia has lived in Antigua and
worked in the local property market since 2004,
founding Luxury Locations in 2009. Today,
the company exclusively represents many of
the country’s most exceptional properties and
developments. Juggling life as mother of two
small boys – while co-running a trio of successful businesses – is
no mean feat. Nadia loves to kick back when she can on her
favourite island escape, Pinching Bay.
PASCALE NUNES
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
Born and raised in Africa, Pascale moved
to Antigua in October 1998. From an
administrative position at the Big Banana
group, she rose through the ranks to become
its executive assistant before joining the helm
of our team in October 2014. When she’s
not working, Pascale loves to get away from it all with a trip to
peaceful Green Island. She appreciates a good drop of French
wine and believes in living each day as if it’s your last.
Head Office, Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua, WI
Telephone: +1 268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com • www.luxurylocations.com
12

If there’s one thing our eternally upbeat Javier
loves as much as salsa dancing, it’s his diverse
role assisting with the general operations of
our business. His background in international
business and trade policy put him in good
stead for this job which includes everything from assessing real
estate trends to meeting and greeting our guests. Most of all
Javier loves the “vibe and energy” of his coworkers – and the sea
view from our Jolly Harbour office. Javier spends his free time
learning new languages and trying out a different wine each
week.

Lo

From working as a start-up business consultant
to a martial arts trainer, Sam’s professional
background is as diverse as the countries he’s
called home. He moved to Antigua from the
UK in 2009 and – as a keen freediver - thinks
the island’s most beautiful spot is found 150ft below sea level, just
south of Cades Reef. Sam has a penchant for 80s’ music and believes
mastering the art of self-discipline and willpower is the key to
success.
FOUNDER

GENERAL OPERATIONS ASSISTANT

ca

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

NADIA DYSON

collective experience. Antigua is a place we
know, love and call home. And that’s what
underlines our commitment to selling
not just villas, apartments and parcels of
land, but the island as a destination and
a lifestyle we know you’ll love via this
magazine.
This popular biannual publication is
the only one of its kind in the region and
enjoys a firm status as a favourite among
locals and visitors alike.
Read on to find out more about the
energetic, dynamic – and occasionally
kooky – team behind our award-winning
brand. n
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MEET THE LUXURY LOCATIONS TEAM

VERNESER WADE
ACCOUNTS CLERK

Our self-described ‘money lady’ has a head for
numbers and says she loves the satisfaction
of keeping all of our financial and accounting
systems tip-top. Verneser joined our team
from Alorica International in September 2016.
When she’s not working she’s busy at home
teaching her young daughter to read and write; the tot may
only be four but she already has an impressive vocabulary with
at least onc five-syllable word to testify to her mum’s diligence.
We’re not sure if it’s Vernersa’s naturally sunny personality, or her
regular endorphin-inducing gym visits that keep her cheerful
and smiling no matter what the day brings.
JACQUELINE HOLBOROUGH
MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTION

There’s nothing like having a fitness
professional to lug our heavy magazine boxes
from pillar to post and keep our scores of
distribution outlets stocked up. Jacqui loves the
“beautiful people” she meets going about her
rounds. When she’s not working out her biceps
for us, she’s putting her own clients through their paces with
everything from water aerobics to BackMitra yoga. Jacqui once
met George Michael when his car ran out of petrol outside her
business back home in London. They got on so well they even
swapped phone numbers.

FEATURE

FROM AMERINDIANS TO CARNIVAL
NEW BOOK INVITES YOU TO EXPLORE ANTIGUA & BARBUDA’S RICH HISTORY AND CULTURE
acclaimed artist Manuel Morgado.
“I am very excited to finally be able to
share our creation,” Irene said. “Our guide
is not meant to be fully comprehensive,
but rather spark an interest and inspire the
reader to explore the many topics covered
and hopefully discover something new,”
she added.
“That’s why the name of our series is
‘Explore’, because we believe we should
never cease to explore the world around
us; it has so much to offer and it’s in our
human nature to learn and grow every
day.” n
‘Explore Antigua & Barbuda’ and the
colouring book are now on sale island-wide.
Visit www.islandbooks.tc or email gemma@
gemmahandy.com for more information.
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country, my home for the last six years and
to which I have been an enamoured visitor
for many more,” Gemma said.
“The guide is dedicated to my mother,
Jan Edwards, an Antiguan citizen who
died in June 2016, and whose profound
love and respect for these islands she
firmly instilled in me,” she added.
Co-author Irene is the creator of the
inaugural book in the ‘Explore’ series,
‘Explore Turks & Caicos’, where she lived
and worked as a teacher for 13 years.
“I love books, and I love to travel and
explore new places. Soon after the TCI
book became a big success with both
tourists and locals, we realised it could
be created for other islands too,” Irene
explained.
She said she fell in love with Antigua
and Barbuda on her first visit several years
ago.
“I loved how authentically Caribbean
it felt, seeing colourful fruit stalls and
chattel houses along the winding roads. I
loved the mountainous topography and
lush vegetation, the warm hospitality, the
genuine smiles radiating positive energy,”
Irene continued.
“After countless hours of research,
many late nights, a number of setbacks
and delays, Gemma and I succeeded in
producing these eye-catching books that
attempt to cover everything you ever
wanted to know about the islands at a
glance,” Irene said.
The beguiling illustrations in both the
guide and colouring book are the work of
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ver wondered about the very first
people to call Antigua & Barbuda
home? Fascinated by the islands’ rich
naval history, the slavery era of its past,
and the national heroes that helped shape
its future?
A first of its kind, fully illustrated book
invites you on a journey through these
captivating twin isles in a colourful, easy to
read format suitable for both children and
adults.
‘Explore Antigua & Barbuda’ is coauthored by Antigua-based journalist
Gemma Handy and Canadian teacher
Irene Danics. The A4 size, hardback
publication, brimming with vibrant
drawings, details life here throughout the
millennia from the Amerindians to the
original European settlers, and through
the harsh days of slavery to the crusade for
independence.
Cricketing legends, the thrill of
modern-day sailing, the intoxicating spirit
of Carnival and the music, wildlife, food
and language which characterise this
proud nation are all to be found within its
80 pages.
There is also an enchanting 50-page
colouring book counterpart which aims
to teach children about this fascinating
country through an engaging activity.
“The books are the result of two
years of research, wading through often
conflicting information, pestering
historians and museum staff, and chatting
to everyday people to gain a deeper insight
into the unique culture of this beautiful

‘Explore Antigua & Barbuda’ is brimming with eye-catching illustrations

ABOVE: Co-author Irene
Danics.
LEFT: Co-author
Gemma Handy with the
new guidebook.
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PROPERTY FEATURE

AN EYE FOR STYLE
A PEEK INSIDE THE PROPERTY THAT INSPIRED THE
SUGAR RIDGE HOMES

14
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o the unsuspecting eye, it looks
like an ordinary bedroom
garnished with the usual stuffed
animals and primary colours favoured by
pint-size occupants.
Investigate the unassuming-looking
bookcase in one corner though and
something magical happens. A gentle tug
swings it open like a door to reveal a gap
just big enough for a child, leading to a
secret den positioned a few feet below.
The pièce de résistance will be when the
slide is fitted to transport a child and pals

down to their own private hideaway.
For anyone who recalls draping a
sheet over two dining room chairs to
create an improvised counterpart in their
youth, it’s utterly impossible not to shriek
with delight. If it has this effect on a
grown adult, one can only imagine the
glee it must invoke in a nine-year-old.
The upbeat, Narnia-inspired feature
is not the only exceptional detail to be
found at this one-acre property on the top
of a hill overlooking Nelson’s Dockyard.
In fact, the bird’s eye view of a UNESCO

World Heritage Site – complete with
an 18th century fortress and Clarence
House, once a haunt of British royalty –
could almost get missed in the rapture.
Mollihawk’s well thought out,
utilitarian interior is the work of its owner
Aidan McCauley, developer behind the
chic Sugar Ridge resort on Antigua’s
west coast. The muted palette and sleek
minimalist design emit the same cool
modern vibe as the luxury hotel and its
private villas.
15
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Refurbishments are something of
a passion for Aidan who bought the
house in 2014. But it was an impromptu
Christmas lunch 14 years earlier when the
property first captured his imagination.
“We’d been to Nelson’s Dockyard
for the annual Christmas Day party and
ended up here for lunch afterwards,” he
tells Luxury Locations Magazine.
Back then, Mollihawk was owned by
yacht charter industry veteran Rodney
Nicholson who had commissioned
renowned architect Robertson ‘Happy’
Ward in the 1960s to create him
something exceptional.
“From the first time I saw the house
I loved it,” Aidan says. “Years later,
when I was looking for a place to buy,
I mentioned to a realtor that I wanted
something just like Rodney Nicholson’s
house. I couldn’t believe it when I heard it
was for sale; it seemed like fate.”
Not only had the stunning shingleroofed home, built around a central
pavilion, been Aidan’s muse when
designing the Sugar Ridge villas, now it
ignited his passion for restoration too.
Sugar Ridge themes can be seen
in the fluidity with which interior and
exterior living spaces meet. Two of
the bedrooms are contained within an

16
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adjoining wing, and all three lead directly
onto a sun-soaked terrace with infinity
pool perfectly positioned to maximise the
breath-taking views.
“We totally transformed what was a
basic pavilion with open sides, and added
a flat roof to partially cover the terrace,”
Aidan says. “I wanted to enclose it a little
as it was going to be the main living area
but it was important to me to keep the
original footprint, with the stone pillars
and the way the indoor and outdoor areas
relate to each other.”
The former kitchen became the third
bedroom, with a splendid en-suite fitted
with a luxuriant over-flow bathtub.
The new kitchen area, an erstwhile
pergola overlooking the garden behind, is
a space to behold.

The former music business
executive, who opened Sugar
Ridge in 2009, has been a
hands-on figure with the
creation of each one of the
resort’s exquisite private homes.

“No one really understood what I
wanted to achieve with the kitchen. They
wanted me to put cabinets against the
back,” Aidan continues, indicating the
glass wall which floods the space with
light and facilitates verdant outdoor
scenes.
“But I wanted a large central island
and also to retain the pergola feel and of
being inside a garden.”
Instead, cupboards for pots, pans
and crockery are cleverly worked into
the island which has a smart black steel
worktop. Actually, the island deserves a
special mention – its intriguing concept
features the Christian names of Aidan,
wife Angie and their son Sam worked
into the front in a rustic, chalk-onblackboard feel.
Other individual touches are
aplenty. Like the contemporary Buddha
crafting found on a trip to India, an old
bench picked up from an allotment in
17
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boasting jaw-dropping vistas over
turquoise Caribbean Sea and the Jolly
Harbour township, the homes offer
unlimited access to the resort’s acclaimed
restaurants, bar, gym, salon and Aveda
Concept spa. Buyers can choose from one
of seven model homes or design their own
in sync with Sugar Ridge’s visionary team.
It’s the latter where Aidan’s artistry really
comes into play.
“Just like with renovations, new build
homes tend to go over budget. When a
client buys a Sugar Ridge home, they get
my attention to detail - and I am the only
one who has to worry about the budget,”
he laughs.
Aidan’s own home – where additional
bedrooms and separate units are now
under construction among elegantly
landscaped grounds – is his sixth
refurbishment.
“I love the challenge of renovating,”
he imparts. “It’s much more difficult than
starting with a blank slate as you have to fit
everything you want into a defined space
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England which still bears the scars of
some enthusiastic vegetable chopping,
3D artwork bought in the 90s, and the
prized piano that belonged to Angie’s
grandfather.
The same team of high-end architects
and suppliers used at Sugar Ridge has
been enlisted here too. That includes
architectural firm OBM International and
its senior architect Mitch Stuart, while
Clearline supplied windows and doors,
kitchens came from UK firm InHouse,
and fixtures and fittings from American
Export.
There is evidence of the resort’s
interior designer Charmaine Werth’s flair
too – such as the trio of retro-style lamps
in the kitchen – but the discerning style
and accents are predominantly Aidan’s.
The former music business executive,
who opened Sugar Ridge in 2009, has
been a hands-on figure with the creation
of each one of the resort’s exquisite
private homes.
With their prime elevated position

18

and get all the little bits to work together.
“I find it a lot more fun. That eye for
detail is what I believe I put into Sugar
Ridge.” n
By Gemma Handy
Sugar Ridge is approved under the
government’s citizenship by investment scheme,
entitling buyers to apply for an Antigua &
Barbuda passport.For more information about
purchasing a Sugar Ridge home, email info@
luxurylocations.com or call (+268) 562-8174.

PARTY PAGE
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KICK BACK,
CHOW DOWN
AT CLUB HOUSE

What we ate:
Club House may have been rebranded but
the old sushi favourites like uramaki ‘inside
out’ rolls and teriyaki bowls are still there.
We love the lunchtime specials too, such as
seafood tagliatelle, cobb chicken salad and
the meaty AYC burger with Angus beef,
cheddar, salad and spicy mayo.

What we love:
Friday night is for music lovers and Club
House showcases a different artist every
week. The Antigua Yacht Club-based
restaurant has a relaxed, easy vibe and is a
faithful supporter of local charitable causes,
manifested in a slew of lively fundraising
events.
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Where we went:
Whether to show off your prowess at the
Wednesday quiz evening (winning table
drinks for free!), tuck into a hearty slab of
beef on Steak Night Sunday, or to scarf
as much sushi as humanly possible at the
weekly ‘all you can eat’ Saturday night nosh
(we love a challenge), Club House in English
Harbour is the place to be pretty much every
day of the week.
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ON BOARD A
BILLIONAIRE’S
MEGA-YACHT
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INVICTUS: THE 66M LUXURY VESSEL
CONQUERING THE CARIBBEAN

B

illionaire realtor Rick Caruso is not
a guy to do things by halves. With
gargantuan shopping malls and
vertigo-inducing luxury housing towers
in his developments portfolio, it’s hardly
surprising that when he commissioned his
own custom-built yacht, ‘low-key’ wasn’t
on the brief.
At 66m long and set over six spacious
decks, even the vessel’s name sounds like
something destined for world domination.

20

Invictus is Latin for ‘unconquered’ and
this amphibious beauty might just be the
undisputed champion of seafaring style
and facilities.
Creating something suitable for
family holidays – Caruso and wife Tina
have three sons and a daughter – was
paramount. Suffice to say, Invictus
certainly blows a fortnight in Corfu out
of the water. From the fully-equipped
movie theatre to the extensive range of

water toys, the mega-yacht’s sumptuous
surrounds offer entertainment options
galore.
Anyone considering a vacation ‘en
famille’ of their own will be thrilled
to hear Caruso doesn’t intend to keep
Invictus all to himself. Provided you have
around half a million US dollars per week
to throw at it, your group of up to 12
charter guests is free to cruise the waves
aboard the Delta Marine-built vessel, ably
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assisted by 19 crew to wait on you hand
and foot.
If your R&R is incomplete without
a cocktail or three, panic not; there is a
bar on every single deck. That includes a
bespoke Lalique bar on the owner’s level
(insert Instagram snap about here). The
main salon has a grand piano should a
desire to tinkle the ivories grab you midcruise. And the theatre provides a fullyloaded cinematic experience, complete

21
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“Our goal was to build an American
boat that would rival any boat coming out
of Europe, and I think Delta nailed it –
and then some – in terms of woodwork,
finish, design, technical specs, everything.”
Delta Design Group took charge
of the luxury vessel’s engineering, and
sophisticated exterior design and styling,
while her plush interior is the work of
Diane Johnson Design.
Recurrent themes include sundry
combinations of exotic wood on each
deck, with intricate veneer patterns
and Italian marble. The high ceilings
and spacious rooms are emphasised
by expansive floor-to-ceiling hull-side
windows.
The owner’s impressive full beam
master suite has magnificent his and her
bathrooms, a study, and wrap-around
windows overlooking a private terrace and
out to sea. Six individually designed guest
cabins – four doubles and two twins –
can be found on the main deck, plus two
further double cabins on the lower deck.
Outside, the decks flow gracefully
from the fold-down beach cabana at the
stern to the stunning sundeck which is
complete with Jacuzzi and sociable areas
for dining or cocktails under the stars.
Invictus’ ice-strengthened steel hull
makes her tough enough for a trip to the
Arctic. And indeed, in summer, she is
available for charter to the Pacific North
West and Alaska. In winter though, she is
a regular visitor to the Caribbean and has
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with raised stadium seating for 14 people,
reclining armchairs and a colossal 103inch screen.
Abundant deck spaces mean plenty
of locations for al fresco activities
– predominantly of the sunbathing,
horizon-watching, and general lounging
around variety. Should you feel the urge
to step things up a notch, there’s a fullyequipped gymnasium with sliding doors if
you fancy a sea breeze with your workout.
Superlative cuisine is a given on
today’s yachting adventures. So when
Delta designed the boat, they made
room for a variety of dining spots to
complement it. If breakfast or a barbecue
on the sundeck floats your boat, how
about lunch next to the dip pool and,
later, a five-star gourmet dinner for up to
22 at the behemoth dinner table on the
upper deck, framed by curved sliding glass
doors?
It’s fair to say Caruso was somewhat
chuffed with the results when Delta
delivered Invictus to him in 2013. Among
the accolade-hungry superyachting
fraternity, size matters; Invictus’ concept
arose from Caruso’s experience with his
previous boat – a measly-by-comparison
45m Bennetti.
“We travel with a lot of people, have
a big family and enjoy entertaining, so we
wanted spaces that are comfortable and
fun, where you can relax and it still feels
like a home even though it’s a big boat,”
he told Boat International.
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Relax, we’ll take care of it…
www.caribbeanalliance.com
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been spotted on occasion in Antigua. Last
time she made her elegant entry here was
two years ago but we hear a whisper she is
due to return in early 2018.
Powered by twin Caterpillar 3516
main engines and carrying over 50,000
gallons of fuel, Invictus has a 6,000
nautical-mile range at a steady 12 knots
and a maximum speed of 17 knots.
Quantum Zero Speed stabilisers and a
Schottel bow thruster keep her easily
manoeuvrable and ensure a smooth ride
both en route and at anchor.
The tender garage stows a custom
8.5m Comitti V ‘luxury cocktail’ vessel
(why not, right?) and a Novurania Chase
27 sports boat. On top of those, there’s
a whole host of glee-inducing aquatic
toys to keep kids and big kids hyped up
and entertained. They include Sea-Doos,
jet-skis, kayaks, wakeboards, scurf board,
paddle boards, a hydrofoil air chair and a
water trampoline.
If you fancy sampling the hedonistic
lifestyle of a billionaire yourself, Invictus
is available for charter through luxury
yacht firm Burgess. Failing that, you can
content yourself with lusting over her
from the dockside when she drops anchor
in English Harbour next spring. n
By Gemma Handy
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Cruise
‘n’
Chill
Sailing
Antigua’s premier service sailing charter
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Our captain and hostess specialise in making ‘your private yacht
for the day’ an unforgettable experience. We will sail the beautiful
waters of the Caribbean Sea, anchor off secluded beaches and
snorkel in crystal clear waters. You can take the helm and actively
participate in sailing, learn a thing or two about sailing and
Antigua – or just kick back and enjoy a glass of champagne or
your favourite premium beverage of choice. With plenty of space
in the shade or sun we serve a freshly-made delicious lunch on
board. All you need to bring are sunglasses, sunscreen and a smile.
Make sure to watch out for turtles and dolphins along the way.
Please call us to customise your 3- to 8-hour private charter.

Day Charters • Sunset Cruises • Individual Sailing

‘Incredible sailing, knowledgeable captain, amazing food’
‘Once in a lifetime experience’
‘Best way to cruise in Antigua’

ca

Up to 6 passengers per cruise
Example: 4 passengers for a 6-hour excursion US$150 per person
(minimum charge US$600)
All charters depart from Superyacht Dock in Jolly Harbour

Five-star rated
on TripAdvisor
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Email cruiseandchill@yahoo.com or call 1-268-726-1325

facebook.com/luxurylocations.themagazine

Don’t be left in the dark, call us today

The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists
Sales • Service • Parts

• Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson 		
service centre
• Top quality, fully automatic generators
at unbeatable prices
• Superior quality service and support
• Complete sales and service centre

+1 (268) 462-EXEL (3935)
exeleng@gmail.com
www.exelengineering.com

Friars Hill Road, St. John’s, Antigua, W.I.

Authorized Service Centre for FG Wilson
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PRISTINE PERFECTION
PEARNS POINT: FUTURE HOME OF THE HAUT MONDE

S

ubtlety has long been a hallmark
of good taste. So the quiet and deft
progression of one of Antigua’s most
anticipated luxury developments is entirely
in keeping with its genteel, refined aura.
Since ground broke at the multimillion dollar Pearns Point scheme, the
pristine peninsula with eight private
beaches overlooking the aquamarine
cool of the Caribbean Sea has drawn
in a number of discreet and discerning
investors.
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More than 20 of the 67 plots have now
been sold and infrastructure completed,
Dutch entrepreneur Albert Hartog told
Luxury Locations Magazine.
“The roads are in, plus the electrics,
the water system and all the associated
amenities,” Mr Hartog, the prime investor
behind the project, said. “We are now
beginning the next phase of development
which includes constructing the facilities
buildings, such as the entrance, the security
facilities and the show house.”
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The very first house to be built on the
137-acre site is now almost complete, and
spans 8,000sqft encompassing five deluxe
bedrooms, a swimming pool and a host of
additional first-class features.
Over the coming quarter, construction
on the next four properties is scheduled to
begin, Mr Hartog said.
Developers are now in the final design
stage of the upscale hotel which will be at
the project’s very heart and is expected to
be branded by one of the finest names in

the industry. Work on the 100-key resort –
with full-service spa, high-end gym, tennis
courts and swimming pools, signature
restaurants and boutique shops – is set to
start by summer 2018.
One change from the original plan,
Mr Hartog added, is the provision of
turnkey private properties. “We realised
not everybody wants to develop their own
house. This way, our architects from the
Netherlands take charge of the design
process with input from the client,” he said.
27
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One final draw is Pearns Point’s inclusion in
the government’s citizenship by investment
programme, which entitles buyers to apply
for an Antigua & Barbuda passport.

designer Piet Boon is undoubtedly one
of the biggest names in the business,
known for his incredible craftsmanship
and minimalist contemporary elegance.
In 2014, he was tasked with drawing up
a total concept for Pearns Point, from the
structural architecture to the landscaping,
fittings and furnishings.
Major factors in Boon’s designs are
durability, longevity, low maintenance
materials and designs, and minimal
ecological impact. Native wood and
local rock will be a strong feature. For
the purposes of aesthetic cohesion, all
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Mr Hartog continued: “We have
also expanded the variety of properties
available. This offers greater flexibility as
the new designs make adding an extra
bedroom or two much easier.”
The focus on low density,
environmentally sensitive construction
sets Pearns Point apart from other
developments. Locally sourced natural
materials are used to harmonise and
complement the organic surrounds.
A project of such sophistication and
stature requires an architect of equally
high calibre. Fifty-nine-year-old Dutch
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structures will have exterior similarities
although clients who opt to build their
own will have freedom to exercise their
own creativity too.
Boon’s broad experience of the region’s
climate means he’s fully au fait with which
materials work best in hot sun and salty
air. His creative in-house team will be
instrumental in creating alluring interiors
in the company’s signature neutralcoloured, understated mode.
Mr Hartog and his co-investors are
credited with constructing some of the
most esteemed developments worldwide.
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Mr Hartog said Pearns Point would offer
“rest and relaxation and top quality living”
with close proximity to amenities.
“Antigua has so much more to offer
than just beaches. It’s very tranquil,
cosmopolitan, it has an easy lifestyle, a
great mix of people - and huge potential,”
he added.
One final draw is Pearns Point’s
inclusion in the government’s citizenship
by investment programme, which entitles
buyers to apply for an Antigua & Barbuda
passport. And that’s lucky because, from
this exclusive spot surrounded by white
powder-soft sand and the breathtaking
views across the water to Montserrat and
Redonda, there’s every chance you might
never want to leave. n
For more information about Pearns Point,
email info@orangelimited.com or
call +1 268 788-2628.
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OBMI ARCHITECTURE
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THE ART & SCIENCE OF DESIGN

SLIDING POCKET DOORS

Lu
xu

Bring outside scenery indoors
& increase living space

LEARN MORE

EXPOSED RAFTERS
DEPTH & TEXTURES
Varying depths creates separation
& layering textures adds dimension

about THE ART & SCIENCE OF DESIGN at obmi.com/science

Increase a room’s volume
& add drama to the room

PASSIVE VENTILATION
Enhance indoor air quality
& reduce energy costs

1st Floor Woods Center, Antigua

268 462 1047
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INSIDE CAMERON
DIAZ’S HOLIDAY HOME
YOUR CHANCE TO OWN THE ‘CHARLIE’S ANGELS’ STAR’S
SENSATIONAL ANTIGUAN HAUNT

W

acres of deserted breathtaking beach, Villa
Liene offers sublime uninterrupted scenes
over Willoughby Bay on the south-east
coast.
The impeccably-styled property has
been created to pre-empt every possible
whim. Floor-to-ceiling glass doors and
windows mean not a millimetre of the
panoramic views is forfeited, while central
air conditioning keeps the vast interior
cool at the touch of a button.
Clean contemporary lines and
neutral colours characterise the stunning
environs and every single bedroom has
its own expansive en-suite. No expense
has been spared when it comes to fittings
and fixtures, from the gleaming wellappointed kitchen to the burnished
surfaces of the chic living area.
Cameron is a lady who loves to soak
up the sun and she will have been spoilt
for choice with the plethora of outdoor
relaxation spots at Villa Liene. The lounge
gives way to a broad shaded terrace,
in front of a spectacular infinity pool
overlooking the bay. There’s also a huge
sundeck, verandah for al fresco dining,
and a roof terrace complete with loungers
and a small green, perfect for a casual
game of boules.
A major draw for the former fashion
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hen it comes to overnight
digs, celebrities aren’t exactly
known for thrift and frugality.
From Jay-Z’s insistence on tuberosescented candles bedecking his hotel
room, to demands that all soft furnishings
be strictly virginal white if J-Lo’s
immaculately coiffed head is to rest there,
an accommodation inquiry on behalf of
an A-lister could send the most steelynerved property manager into a flurry.
Happily for the team behind the
scenes at Villa Liene, every square inch of
the luxurious six-bedroom home set on
magnificent Daniel Bay has been finished
to the exacting standards favoured by the
high profile and high maintenance.
Good enough for Cameron Diaz in
fact.
The ‘Charlie’s Angels’ and ‘Gangs of
New York’ star was the latest well-heeled
visitor to enjoy a vacation in Antigua
recently. And for the 45-year-old actress,
in addition to exquisite styling and
unparalleled facilities, absolute privacy
was paramount.
Cameron may be more used to the
bright lights of Hollywood than the
laidback shores of the Caribbean, but our
beautiful twin islands are certainly not
short of upscale holiday pads. Fringing
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PHOTO: Barcelona footballer Lionel Messi and
new wife Antonella enjoy a honeymoon in Antigua.
Photo courtesy instagram.com/antoroccuzzo88

model will have been Villa Liene’s
private beach, with direct access from
the property’s own stairwell. And
although Antigua sees minimal crime, the
automatic gates, CCTV and alarm system
all help one sleep a little easier at night.
It’s not the first time Cameron, who
is married to Good Charlotte guitarist
Benji Madden, has visited Antigua. She
may have once been named Hollywood’s
highest-paid actress over 40 but the
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Cameron is a lady who loves
to soak up the sun and she
will have been spoilt for
choice with the plethora of
outdoor relaxation spots at
Villa Liene.
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TESTIMONIALS: ‘ An amazing family experience!’... ‘Stingrays are wild
but extremely gentle’.... ‘One for the bucket list – this was the highlight of our trip’
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Enjoy a Unique Experience
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Come and enjoy the unique experience of touching and feeding a southern stingray, together with
snorkelling amongst magnificent coral reefs and colourful tropical fish. Our rays are without
doubt the brightest in the Caribbean – wild but very friendly and gentle.
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Stingray City

Whether you choose to stand or swim you’ll have the unique opportunity to touch, feed and play with
stingrays during your encounter, while learning all about these amazing and captivating creatures.
Enjoy a snorkel afterwards, before finishing up your visit with a complimentary rum or fruit punch.

Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com for more information
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PHOTO: Football team-mates Lionel Messi and
Luiz Suarez and their families in Antigua.
Photo courtesy instagram/leomessi
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San Diego-born star loves the island’s
famously mellow vibe. The woman who
once said, ‘I’m like every other woman; a
closet full of clothes but nothing to wear,
so I wear jeans’ wouldn’t be the first to be
attracted to our lack of sartorial ceremony.
She has also been quoted as saying
she seizes every opportunity to live life
to the max. Her proclamation that ‘your
regrets aren’t what you did, but what you
didn’t do’ are testament to her carpe diem
ethos. So Cameron will have been pleased
to discover Villa Liene is just a short drive
away from the UNESCO World Heritage
Site of charming Nelson’s Dockyard,
along with all the sights, sounds and
nightlife English Harbour has to offer.
That includes a gamut of acclaimed
restaurants and lively bars that spring
to life in high season, plus boutique
shops and watersports, nature hikes and
historical sites.
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With regards to celebrity visitors in
recent months, Cameron was in good
company. Other notable names to visit
these shores included Barcelona footballer
Lionel Messi and his family. The forward,
who also plays for Argentina’s national
team, spent his honeymoon with new
wife Antonella and their two children
at exclusive Jumby Bay, where they were
joined by Messi’s Barcelona team-mate
Luiz Suarez and his family.
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Where celebrities venture,
of course, others will follow.
And the slew of prominent
holidaymakers who flock here
continues to heighten interest
in our uniquely authentic and
hospitable isles.
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In the same month, ‘The Voice’ 2017
winner Chris Blue jetted to Antigua
with his bride Stephanie, fresh from their
London nuptials, while Antigua was also
the location of choice for the debut bridal
collection photo shoot of noted New York
fashion designer Chen Burkett.
Where celebrities venture, of course,
others will follow. And the slew of
prominent holidaymakers who flock here
continues to heighten interest in our
uniquely authentic and hospitable isles.
One thing they are guaranteed is
privacy, away from the prying eyes of the
paparazzi. As Cameron Diaz – star of the
2008 movie ‘What Happens in Vegas’
would surely testify – what happens in
Antigua stays firmly here too. n
Villa Liene has been
approved under
the government’s
Citizenship
by Investment
programme, entitling
the buyer to apply for an Antigua &
Barbuda passport. For more information
about the property, or to arrange a viewing,
email info@luxurylocations.com or call
(+268) 562-8174.
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PHOTO ABOVE: ‘The Voice’ 2017 winner Chris Blue (centre) and new wife Stephanie are welcomed to
Antigua by tourism chiefs. Photo courtesy Antigua & Barbuda Tourism Authority.
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LOOK.

THE LUXE LIST –
FOR HER
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Elegant beach wear, scent and sparklers all make an appearance in this selection
of the hippest and most stylish items to be found on island, exclusively for ladies.
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LIFESTYLE

TIMELESS STYLE
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US$280
Joseph Ribkoff is synonymous with classic elegance.
This versatile scarlet shift dress with gold studs is perfect
for daytimes on the go and deluxe dinner dates alike.
Undoubtedly a must-have for the woman about town.
Available from Sunseakers in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-4523.
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TOTALLY TROPICAL
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Bikini US$148
Cover-up and pants US$129
This fabulous beach ensemble
from Trina Turk – with a print
inspired by the vibrant scenes of
the Caribbean – will keep you
cool and impossibly stylish all
day long.
Available from Sunseakers in
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-4523.

BEACH CHIC

Swimsuit US$183
Dress US$196
Crafted from quality cutting-edge
materials, Roidal garments offer
ultimate comfort, fit and shape for
every body. This prismatic pairing
of one-piece bandeau swimsuit and
dress will take you from beach to
bar, wear after wear.
Available from Sunseakers in Heritage
Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-4523.
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GRACEFUL TRINKET

US$674
Beautifully crafted in full colour crystal,
this ornamental Swarovski sculpture
captures the power and beauty of the
hummingbird in flight. The iconic
Caribbean creature – fixed to a silver-tone
metal display with rose crystal flower – is
definitely on our festive wish list.
Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery
in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.

TRAILBLAZING TIMEPIECE
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US$16,000
Not only does the two-tone Omega Ladymatic boast an intriguing design in gold
and steel, with mother-of-pearl dial and diamond hour markers, it’s an innovator
in watchmaking too. Crafted especially for the lady who cares as much about the
technology in her timepiece as she does its appearance.
Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.

SEDUCE THE SENSES
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US$99 for 80ml
A fragrance as powerful as it is sensual, this audacious blend of dark
and light elements from Carolina Herrera is for the woman who
loves her good side and celebrates her bad side. A floral wave of
white sambac jasmine and tuberose contrasts with the deep notes of
tonka bean and cocoa. It’s good to be bad.
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Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.

ITALIAN ARTISTRY

Ring US$2,245
Necklace US$3,470
Earrings US$1,730
Every single Marco Bicego piece is hand-crafted by artisans in northern Italy. This 18 karat yellow
gold and mother-of-pearl cocktail ring, with matching bracelet and earrings, is inspired by the delicate
shape of the lunaria flower and guaranteed to give you a little extra sparkle.
Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.
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LOOK.
LIFESTYLE

US$116
The stainless steel and black crystal combo
makes these Swarovski cuff links easy to
mix and match. Sleek and simple, it’s a little
understated sparkle for the man in your life.
Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery
in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.
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From must-haves to just-wants, we searched the island to find the
coolest, sexiest and most stylish items, exclusively for gents.

ARM CANDY
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THE LUXE LIST –
FOR HIM
KEEP YOUR
COOL

BOX THAT ROCKS
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Envy shirt US$89, Nautica
shorts US$55, Coast shirt
US$79, Coast trunks
US$79, hat US$70
Tropical temperatures
up the ante when it
comes to looking cool.
We love these breezy
linen shirts from Envy
and Coast, teemed with
Coast swimming trunks,
Nautica shorts and the
quintessential Panama hat.
The man from Del Monte
says yes.
All available from
Sunseakers in Heritage
Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-4523.
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EC$260 per month
How does six bottles of expertly hand-picked wine
delivered direct to your door each month sound? The
Rocks Box promises new and exciting vino with fun and
informative blurbs brought straight to you every second
Friday of the month – and all at lower rates than retail.
Available from Sheer Rocks at the Cocobay Resort.
Email rocksbox@sheer-rocks.com.

FEELING ADRIFT

Prices vary
Whether hooked onto your superyacht
or anchored off the beach to create
your own private island, these floating
platforms from NautiBuoy Marine are
stable enough to balance your beer.
There’s a range of accessories too from
lounger seats to faux leather headrests,
while the swimming pool-style ladders
make exiting the water a breeze.
Available from Aqua Sports in Heritage
Quay, St John’s. Call +1 268 462-3474.
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EC$235,635 (duty free)
With F SPORT performance, ambient lighting and moonroof, this turbo-charged Lexus is
guaranteed to turn heads. The gas-pressurised shocks ensure a smooth ride on Antigua’s rugged roads
and the ultra low emissions are good for the carbon conscience.
Available from Harney Motors in American Road, St John’s. Call +1 268 462-1062.

PERFECT PRECISION
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Omega Globemaster
US$10,800
When it comes to time-keeping, Omega is hard to beat. The Globemaster Annual
Calendar automatic men’s watch, with brown leather strap, fixed bezel and smooth slate
grey dial, once again raises the bar for both panache and precision.
Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.

THRILL SEEKER
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Price on request
Leisurely gliding, nimble driving and safe diving are all possible with
the grin-inducing high performance SEABOB F5 SR, operated
with seven power gears. Tail fins add to the sporty design and
increase maneuverability, while two integrated cameras allow you to
replay your aquatic exploits to your heart’s content.
Available from www.seabobadriatic.com

GILT-EDGED GENT

US$995
For the man with an unbridled sense of luxury, this signet ring with silver classic
chain and black sapphires showcases the exquisite craftsmanship which made John
Hardy’s name. The pinnacle of poise and finesse.
Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.
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REVAMPED
CATHERINE’S CAFÉ
WILL HAVE FOODIES
SAYING OOH LA LA

The two new classically French trained
chefs helped conceptualise and refresh the
menu.
“We want to build on what is already
a fabulous experience; we want people to
come, relax and spend the day with us,”
Alex said. “There are two new beautiful
areas on the beach designed for groups to
lounge all afternoon, and an amazing new
beach menu.
“There have of course been some
changes, but we love and recognise the
old favourites. Rocks Group applies one
very simple rule to everything we do; only
change things to make them better, not
just for the sake of it,” he continued.
Alex said in addition to creating an
“unparalleled chill out experience”, the
revamped Catherine’s would see more
emphasis on its French roots. “We have
brought back the old French classics
while the playlist is a tip of the hat to
the iconic Parisian café scene. Think the
sleekness of Saint-Germain-style music
with the relaxed vibe of a beach club,” he
added.
Alex and Kate, for whom Catherine’s
had long been a preferred haunt, took
over from Guillaume and Claudine
Moquet who bought the restaurant
in 2006 from its namesake, Catherine
Ricard. The Rocks bring a solid pedigree
with Sheer Rocks consistently named by
TripAdvisor as one of the Caribbean’s top
fine dining restaurants.
“Sheer Rocks was the first of its kind
here in Antigua,” Kate said. “There’s an
exquisite sharing menu at lunchtime
serving contemporary tapas plates, with

NEW OWNERS PLEDGE OLD FAVOURITES IN A REVITALISED
SETTING WITH A FRESH BEACH CLUB VIBE

W

dimension. Among the lattice-back
chairs, wicker lamps and hammocks
languishing in Catherine’s refined-yetchic sun-dappled setting, there is already
a buzz about the place.
The creative husband and wife
duo told Luxury Locations Magazine
they have enjoyed infusing the 100seat establishment with their own flair,
retaining old favourites and revitalising
the core dishes that have long made
Catherine’s a hit with foodies from far
and wide.
London-trained chef Alex, who has
worked alongside names as prestigious as
Marco Pierre White, described the firstrate fare as classic French, with Provencestyle influences and local ingredients.
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hat do you get when you
combine the unhurried
ambience of a quaint Parisian
café with the fresh, aromatic cuisine
of Provence and the barefoot cool of
a beach club? That’s the vibe at the
revamped Catherine’s Café – an Antiguan
institution, now in its third decade, with a
new and dynamic team at the helm.
Alex and Kate Rocks – of the awardwinning Sheer Rocks restaurant at the
Cocobay Resort – recently took over
the reins of the acclaimed Pigeon Beach
eatery, adding another component to their
inscrutably elegant arsenal.
The couple made a name in Antigua
for doing things their own way and
taking the dining experience to a different
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Balearic music and daytime lounging. At
dinner time, the restaurant transforms
into an elegant, fine dining restaurant, in
a casual and fun environment.”
A priority at the reinvigorated
Catherine’s Café will be “efficient
beach service” which makes guests feel
“comfortable, welcome and relaxed”, she
said.
Kate described the restaurant industry
as “one of the most exciting in the world”.
“Every interaction and experience is
different. It’s important to keep your ideas

fresh and ever-changing. We constantly
look at how to evolve and how to stay
different from the rest,” she explained.
Extended opening hours, a beachfriendly menu featuring French tartines
to share, and an on-site shop with locally
made products and exclusive merchandise
are also among the forthcoming additions.
Alex added: “The goal is to create a
truly beautiful French beach club here in
Antigua, which serves classic French food
yet is cool, fun and captures the charm of
the Caribbean’s laidback atmosphere.” n

Catherine’s Café at Pigeon Beach, English
Harbour, is open Mondays for lunch from
12pm-4pm; Wednesdays through Fridays
for lunch from 12pm-4pm and dinner from
6.30pm-9pm; and Saturdays and Sundays
for lunch from 12pm-5.30pm. The beach area
and bar is open daily from 10am-7pm. Closed
Tuesdays.
Call +1 268 460-5050 for reservations.
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What we loved:
The long-running Pigeon Beach-based
eatery has undergone a little restyling and
has a fresh, rejuvenated menu. We loved the
hip new beach vibe and ambience that, while
still unmistakably Catherine’s, is a distinct
nod to its French roots.

ca

What we ate:
Français all the way. With melt-in-themouth snapper fillet served with pistou
vegetables, and to-die-for bouillabaisse
we could have been in Provence. We also
decided it would be rude not to try out a tot
or two from Catherine’s wonderful new gin
and tonic menu. C’est formidable.

tio

Where we went:
When a restaurant as divine as Catherine’s
Café is staging a bash to celebrate its
fabulous new ownership and say ‘bonjour’ to
the new season, then ‘bien sûr’ we’re going to
be there.
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FROM FOOD ON THE FLY TO A LEISURELY LUNCH, RUNWAY
10 REDEFINES CUISINE

creative cocktail menu to the buffet-style
Sunday brunch.
The delights are in the details. The
artistic presentation of the dishes, the
ample parking, the live music, and an
authentic Caribbean vibe all amass due
mentions from both new and repeat guests.
Tantalising tapas and daily favourites
cooked fresh each morning include
quiche of the day; coconut shrimp with
spicy sweet and sour dip; French-inspired
croque monsieur; Cuban sandwich with
pulled pork, ham, cheese and jalapenos;
and the sensational pan-seared lobster tail
in a Creole sauce.
There’s also puff pastry-encased goat’s
cheese on caramelised apple; teriyaki roast
beef with onion jam in a baguette; and
the Runway 10 burger with cheese, cherry
jam, sautéed pepper and onion. Divine
desserts include chocolate lava cake and
melt-in-the-mouth cheesecake.
Runway 10 forms part of the
Executive Business Centre which opened
in 2015 encompassing a well-equipped
conference room, multi-use hall for
meetings and training seminars, and a
vast hangar suitable for trade shows and
conventions.
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o travellers, it’s the antidote
to the culinary wastelands of
international airports where
the food is about as appealing as the
cacophonic soundtrack of pre-recorded
announcements.
To locals, Runway 10 café – enveloped
in tropical gardens, metres from the
ocean’s edge – feels like being let in on a
secret.
Situated, as the name suggests, on
the outskirts of VC Bird International
Airport, Runway 10 is something of an
oasis for jet-setting businesspeople in
need of some downtime and a nourishing
bite before and between flights.
But this serene Burma Road spot has
earned a solid following among residents
too, thanks to its diverse, reasonably
priced menu of tasty, home-cooked food.
In today’s tech-savvy world, few
first-time visits to a restaurant take place
without a quick perusal of its online
reviews. Anyone with a tendency to begin
by browsing the less than favourable ones
here will be disappointed. The palm-tree
shaded eatery receives a consistently
glowing response among TripAdvisor
users who laud everything from the

With its stunning coastal backdrop,
constant sea breeze and prime location,
Runway 10 is an idyllic venue for events
of its own, from birthday parties to
wedding ceremonies. On Thursday nights,
the tempo kicks up a notch with an
appearance by a live reggae band.
Open for lunch and afternoon snacks,
all the way through to happy hour drinks
and dinner, Runway 10 sets the pace for
relaxing respite and flying visits alike. n
Call Runway 10 on +1 268 562-8523 for
more information and reservations.
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A LIFE LESS ORDINARY
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lifestyle journey that was perfect for me.
I used the very same techniques to help
others and to a great deal of success.”
Cheryll adds that coaching is most
valuable when those requiring help want
to make a change, whether in work or life.
She says having a coach can help anyone
set out a vision for the future, while
exploring what might help and hinder
progress.
And, she says, no matter what issues a
client faces she can help them map a way
forward, supporting them through times
of difficulty.
She adds: “Ultimately, having a coach
can make the difference between success
and failure. I offer a structured, positive
environment to help achieve specific goals
set out within a timeframe.
“I have helped clients re-entering
education, supporting students preparing
for exams, changing careers, supporting
senior executive spouses/partners in the
corporate environment and planning for
retirement.
“Really what I ultimately want for my
clients is to help them identify the tools
to help them design the life they want.
“I studied for many years and used
these techniques to achieve what I
wanted from my own life. I draw on this
experience to help others gain momentum
to begin an amazing journey designing a
lifestyle that fits them perfectly.” n

Lo

Cheryll’s completely
confidential and discreet coaching
and therapeutic programmes give
her clients a safe environment to
be able to voice their innermost
thoughts and feelings.

or a current life issue, that voice inside
your head which keeps going around and
around, the words you wish you’d said or
a hurt that won’t go away, I can help to
identify priorities and to find the desired
solutions.”
Cheryll’s completely confidential
and discreet coaching and therapeutic
programmes give her clients a safe
environment to be able to voice their
innermost thoughts and feelings.
As an experienced counsellor, she
helps clients explore their true feelings
and options without self-interest or
judgement. This, she says, helps those
suffering from illnesses including anxiety
and addiction, attachment issues, post
traumatic stress disorder and other
conditions to overcome the challenges
they face.
“It’s a safe place to find out what’s
true,” adds Cheryll. “The techniques I use
help my clients to understand themselves
and what they need to do to design the
lives they want. My clients have described
the work they do with me as lifechanging, uplifting and transformational.
“One of the reasons I believe this
works is because I have used these
techniques on my own life.
“Visiting Antigua for the first time
gave me the right conditions to make
changes; it allowed me to design a

ca
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s an internationally experienced
life coach and therapist, Cheryll
Rogers is no stranger to helping
clients design their lives to allow them to
live a fuller, more expressive existence.
What’s more is that it was a holiday
in Antigua which she credits with helping
her to lay the foundations to completely
revolutionise her own life.
Cheryll visited the island for a holiday
a decade ago and immediately fell in love
with its peace and tranquillity. Now, 10
years on, she offers remote coaching from
the comfort of her dream home which she
built in 2014.
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WHY MINDSET MATTERS WHEN PURSUING YOUR DREAMS
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The qualified therapist and executive
life coach, who works with professionals,
executives and their families to help them
live more fulfilled lives, insists anyone can
turn their life around with the correct
tools.
“Everyone, at some point in life,
comes across a problem with which
they need a little help,” says Cheryll.
“Whether it’s a long standing problem

For more information visit
www.cheryllrogers.org
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YOFI MEANS BEAUTY
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beeswax, this clever creation doesn’t
just unclog pores, moisturise and revive
the skin, it even boosts blood flow and
cell regeneration to fight fine lines and
wrinkles. Oh, and it makes your face feel
really, really nice too.
Yofi means ‘beauty’ in Hebrew, and
the magnetism mud mask is just one of
a plethora of captivating natural skin
care products to be found in this enticing
concept store which opened in 2012.
“We work with all the senses,” the
owner explains, “we encourage customers
to sample our products – to see, touch,
smell and, more than anything, feel them.”
As more and more high street shops
fall victim to their online counterparts, it’s
a savvy business move too. “We offer an
experience, the chance to try before you
buy,” he adds, “and that’s something you
can’t get online.”
Attentive customer service is also
part of the experience with up to 10
meticulously trained staff on hand to offer
advice and help clients choose the best
match for their skin.
There are energising body scrubs
of pure sea salt, a 24-karat gold mask,
blue pearl rejuvenating eye cream, and a
diamond infused facial peeling gel which
gently removes dead skin, to name a few.
There’s even Venofye ‘botox in a bottle’

Yofi is located in Lower Heritage Quay,
St John’s. Visit www.facebook.com/
YofiInspiredByNature/
or call +1 268 562-8373.
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So,” Latoya is saying, make-up spatula
in her hand and mischievous glint in
her eye, “how do you think I’m going
to remove that without touching your
skin?”
We both regard the muddy splodge
smeared across my chin and cheekbones
in the mirror, me with intrigue, her with
glee.
Knowing it’s a trick question doesn’t
make an answer arrive any quicker. She
has me stumped.
We’re sitting in the Yofi beauty store
in Heritage Quay, an outlet that embodies
its ‘inspired by nature’ tagline in its
organic, rustic décor of distressed timber,
exposed brick and driftwood.
The black diamond magnetism mud
mask – made by Deep Sea Cosmetics –
has been doing its thing on my face for
precisely seven minutes. Now it’s time for
the magic to happen.
Latoya retrieves a small magnet
from the box, wraps it in a tissue and
holds it close to my right cheek. To my
astonishment, the mask’s tiny particles
spring off my face onto the tissue leaving
nothing to suggest it was ever there. Even
a cleanse with some purifying milk reveals
no residue.
Rich with Dead Sea minerals,
peptides, almond and citrus oils, and

ns

INSPIRED BY NATURE, ADORED BY SKIN

containing bee venom which is said to
increase collagen and blood circulation.
And fans of handmade soap could while
away an hour perusing such heavenly
samples as lavender and charcoal,
peppermint and green tea, cherry and
almond, and – wait for it – ‘monkey’s fart’
incorporating banana, papaya and apricot.
This bacchanalia of beauty is not just
for ladies. All products are unisex and
anyone wanting to take the sample a step
further is invited to test out Yofi’s fullyfledged facial room where a selection of
top-of-the-range cleansers, correcting
creams and face massagers awaits.
With results this good a day after
my own beautification binge, Yofi can
definitely reserve me a spot. n
By Gemma Handy
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TWO STORMS,
ONE PEOPLE,
ONE LOVE

D

over-zealous film director, the plot of
annihilation would have been hindered by
just one aspect: the sheer resilience of the
people left to pick up the pieces.
The strength and unity of residents
up and down the island chain proved to
be the only match for the magnitude of
the devastation. Their indomitable spirit
and compassion for their fellow man was
evidenced in everything from the speed of
the numerous relief efforts mobilised to
their staunch determination to rebuild.
While Antigua was spared Irma’s
wrath, the tiny sister island of Barbuda
was decimated by its 185mph winds

and all of its 1,800 residents forced to
evacuate for three full weeks. Just days
later, Maria barrelled towards Dominica,
unbelievably swinging north upon
reaching the southern tip and pummelling
the entire oblong-shaped island in one
fateful swoop.
The two islands found their names
among a gruesome litany of Caribbean
nations demolished by one of the worst
Atlantic hurricane seasons on record. St
Martin, Puerto Rico, the British and US
Virgin Islands, Turks & Caicos, Cuba and
Anguilla also received extensive damage.
Antiguans’ own relief at emerging
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ozens dead, homes and
livelihoods destroyed,
infrastructure wiped out and
thousands of people left homeless. That
was the scene across the Caribbean after
September’s two catastrophic category
five hurricanes left several islands looking
like a post-apocalyptic movie set.
From the Leeward Islands to the
Lucayan Archipelago, Hurricanes Irma
and Maria were indiscriminate in their
rampage, flattening buildings, obliterating
crops and leaving some communities
entirely cut off for weeks.
Had this been the work of an
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LIFE AFTER THE DISASTERS: HOW THE CARIBBEAN GOT
TOGETHER TO FEEL ALL RIGHT
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Destroyed shop in Codrington, Barbuda. Photo by Gemma Handy

PHOTO: Singer-songwriter Shérose and rapper Drastic who
collaborated on the song ‘Fair Antigua and Barbuda’ to raise
46 of the danger of climate change.
awareness
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a role evacuating Barbudans to safety in
Antigua too.
Among the number of international
organisations which leapt to attention
to help Barbuda, there was one group
which had a closer affinity than most.
Environmentalists from the Californiabased Waitt Foundation have been hard
at work since 2013 helping protect the
tiny island’s precious marine resources
through a collaboration known as the
Blue Halo Initiative. It was that deepseated bond, wealth of local knowledge
and strong community ties which would
prove pivotal now.
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unscathed from record-breaking Irma
on the terrifying night of September
5-6 was quickly replaced by dread as the
sister island went ominously quiet due
to wrecked communication lines. Hours
later, that fear turned to heartbreak when
news eventually broke that the 62 square
mile isle had received the full impact of
Irma’s ferocity.
Barbuda suffered almost total
devastation and a two-year-old boy died
after being ripped from a woman’s arms
when the storm tore the roof from the
house they were in.
Eli Fuller, owner of excursion
company Adventure Antigua, captained
the first private boat to reach the ravaged
sister isle, his 45ft offshore speedboat
loaded with emergency supplies.
“After any kind of disaster, people
who have the required skills or resources
are the ones that need to step up,” he told
Luxury Locations Magazine.
“No planes or helicopters could get
there, only boats – and there are not many
boats faster than mine and my friends’.
We are all one people in the Caribbean
and none of us would have been able to
sleep that night if we hadn’t helped.
“As soon as people heard I was
heading over there, they were calling me
left, right and centre to put food and
water on the boat. The response from the
community was incredible,” he added.
Mr Fuller made dozens of trips back
in the weeks after the disaster, and played
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Felled trees and shattered homes in Soufriere, Dominica. Photo by Gemma Handy

We are all one people in the
Caribbean and none of us
would have been able to sleep
that night if we hadn’t helped

The group immediately launched an
emergency fundraising effort, pledging
to match donations made to the Barbuda
Recovery & Conservation Trust up to
US$250,000. In addition to short-term
needs such as food, shelter and clothing,
the money also assisted with restoring
vital services, utilities and educational
programmes for Barbudans.
Irma didn’t just affect the island’s
two-legged residents of course. Many
people were distraught at being forced to
leave their pets and livestock behind when
the mandatory evacuation order came on

September 8, amid fears of more fatalities
as Hurricane Jose approached. Thankfully,
Jose tracked north-west sparing Barbuda
a second hit.
A handful of animal lovers, along with
the local Humane Society, made frequent
trips over to feed the dogs, cats and farm
animals, the latter a vital component of
many residents’ livelihoods.
As people slowly started to return
to Barbuda, after weeks camped out in
shelters or the private homes of kindhearted Antiguans, many were naturally
still traumatised. Providing a listening
ear – along with tarpaulins, building
materials and drinking water – was a key
priority for aid workers from global NGO
Samaritan’s Purse, stationed in Barbuda’s
Pentecostal church.
“For a lot of people, talking to us
was the first time they’d spoken about
the trauma,” explained construction
manager Mark Langham. “But from all
the disasters I’ve responded to, Barbudans
seem the most even, resilient and
determined to recover.”
Mr Langham added: “We lent out
various things, like ladders and spanners
to whoever needed them. I have honestly
never worked in a place before where
everything that is borrowed is faithfully
returned and people are so considerate of
those around them.”
Dominica may be almost 120 miles
away but the two nations have strong
familial ties thanks to Antigua’s large
47
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Damaged church in Barbuda
Photo by Gemma Handy

Evacuated Barbudans arrive
in Antigua
Photo by Gemma Handy
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Dominican expatriate population.
The ‘nature isle’s’ Prime Minister
Roosevelt Skerrit broke down in tears on
live Antiguan television as he described the
damage Maria wreaked on his homeland
on September 18. The cataclysmic storm
brought the country to its knees, sparing
“not a single street”, PM Skerrit said, and
claiming more than 30 lives.
Glen Hector, originally from the
fishing village of Scott’s Head on
Dominica’s south-west coast, was quick to
take a boat carrying relief supplies from
Antigua. There was an emotional reunion
with relatives upon arrival in the small
village, totally cut off with sparse food
and water due to the road and most boats
being destroyed.
Mr Hector made several trips
back aboard his Creole Antigua Tours
excursion vessel during the grim weeks
which followed, ferrying essential goods
to his desperate compatriots. One such
voyage included a collection of children’s
toys donated by benevolent young
members of the Girl Guides Association
of Antigua & Barbuda via its assistant
commissioner Sue Sharp.
And Peter Anthony, of Falmouthbased sailing company Ondeck, was also
on the scene in the Dominican capital
Roseau within a couple of days of the
storm. Ondeck’s regular courses for
industry personnel in Dominica means
the firm has close links with the nature
isle, Mr Anthony said.
“We don’t have a massive boat but it
can carry five tons of gear which we took
down there. People quickly came forward
to load it up with used sails to create
shelter, along with food, clothes, baby
food and milk.”
Ondeck also transported a few people
from the wrecked island to refuge in
Antigua.
As the Caribbean continues to
get back on its feet, solidarity among
its people manifested once again at a
benefit concert at the Sir Vivian Richards
Cricket Stadium in Antigua on October
29. Some of the region’s biggest musical
stars took to the stage at the monumental
‘Caribbean Strong’ show, organised and
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Emergency supplies arrive in Scott’s Head, Dominica.
Photo by Gemma Handy
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headlined by Trinidadian soca legend
Machel Montano. Other performers
included Shaggy, Tessanne Chin, Destra
Garcia and Ricardo Drue.
September 2017 earned itself the
dubious accolade as the worst hurricane
month in recorded history. For many, it’s a
clear sign that climate change is wreaking
havoc on weather patterns, with disastrous
consequences. That was the theory
encapsulated in an awareness-raising
song written and produced by a group of
talented Antiguans, released on October
23.
Producer Bert Kirchner said he
wanted to highlight the effects of
greenhouse gases on small nations,
defenceless against their bigger, more
powerful counterparts which are
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International aid boats patrol
Roseau, Dominica

responsible for the bulk of emissions.
‘Fair Antigua and Barbuda’ was
named in tribute to the national anthem,
with lyrics penned and sung by artist
Shérose. It also featured rapper Drastic
and was arranged by musician Torsten
Stenzel.
“If the ocean gets hot, expect the
waters to rise, we keep denying the
facts and that will be our demise,” the
song entreats, continuing, “what about
the small islands, when do we get a
say?” It ends with a plea for the world’s
populations to unite for a shared goal.
“The words are powerful – and they
all have a meaning,” Mr Kirchner said,
adding: “We need to come together; we
are fighting a common problem.” n
By Gemma Handy

AT HOME WITH GILLY GOBINET

ADVERTORIAL

Open art gallery in Fitches Creek is a unique browser’s paradise
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alone. Hundreds more original works
and prints – all of which are for sale bedeck the interior rooms, verandah and
courtyard. The latter is where Gilly can
usually be found at work, brush in hand.
“I used to think my problem was
I had lots of different styles,” she says.
“Most artists are recognisable by one,
but in fact I realised I am just extremely
versatile. I can do anything from cartoons,
to very delicate pen and ink, to very
detailed or very loose watercolour and
acrylic – practically anything anyone asks
me to.”
While most of the pieces on display
are the result of her own impulse, much of
Gilly’s work is commissioned, particularly
her portraits of pet dogs and cats for
which she donates 10 per cent to animal
charity PAAWS. Nearly all her paintings
are suitcase-friendly, or they can be
shipped already stretched or rolled into a
tube for convenience. Greetings cards and
postcards are also available.
British-born Gilly, who has lived in

ABOVE: Gilly at work.

Antigua since 1984, adds: “What I love
most is the feeling of achievement when
you’ve created something you love – and
you hope others will too.” n
Visitors can drop in 9am to
1pm Mondays to Fridays or
by appointment. For more
details, visit www.gillygobinet.com,
email gillygobinet@me.com or call
(+268) 464-6084.
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ne wall is devoted to a series
of abstract watercolour nudes,
another to an effervescent
collection of bougainvillea and lilies
tenderly recreated in acrylic. Interspersed
throughout, haughty flamenco dancers
kick up their heels before an exquisitely
depicted audience of doe-eyed canines.
In the kitchen, cartoon rastas vie for
position among paintings of pineapples,
chattel houses and classic yachts. And
in the bathroom a papier mache clown
offers visitors lavatory paper with one tiny
scarlet hand.
In the background, the effortlessly
enchanting timbre of Mozart adds one
final whimsical flourish.
Welcome to the wonderful world of
Gilly Gobinet.
Barely a square foot of her open art
gallery in a pretty Fitches Creek street – a
short drive from the international airport
– has been excluded from this bacchanalia
of colour and canvas. Hand-painted
murals adorn exterior walls and even the
periphery of the swimming pool.
“Inspiration is never lacking when
you’re surrounded by all of this,” she says
brightly, gesturing towards the ocean which
abuts a stretch of unrestrained garden
where bananaquits shrill contentedly as
they forage among the blooms.
Anyone wishing to browse Gilly’s
sundry creations will be treated to a full
tour of the property, beginning with the
gaily embellished hallway before heading
into the bathroom which houses 42 pieces
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n WEDDINGS
A Caribbean beach wedding at Carlisle
Bay is a chic, relaxed occasion. With
personal attention to every detail, enjoy
all-suite accommodation to host and
prepare for your special day. Carlisle
Bay’s unique venues include private
beach, expansive gardens overlooking the
rainforest or an intimate pool deck with
spectacular views of the starry night.
Your destination nuptials can be as
intimate or grand in scale as you like,
from booking out the entire resort for
family and friends, to a simple ceremony
on the sand. We provide the expertise,
from bridal hair to fireworks to beach
banquets for up to 90 guests.

n WELL-BEING
The meditative ambience of the twostorey air-conditioned Blue Spa offers
ultimate relaxation. Both male and female
therapists are available to offer exclusive
luxury treatments, featuring delights such
as hand-harvested organic seaweed and
aromatic essential oils, and pamper you
from head to toe.
There are six treatment rooms,
including one for couples, a wet room
and sauna. Our spa menu includes facials,
massages and scrubs.
Carlisle Bay also has a well-equipped
gym, hair and beauty salon, and juice bar.
Yoga sessions are available along with
tennis on our seven well-maintained
courts.

n MEETINGS
A Caribbean corporate meeting, incentive
and photo shoot production works well at
Carlisle Bay due in part to the privacy of
our location combined with the cuisine,
discretion and technology. 		
We can organise high-level meetings,
presentations and parties using our
Carlisle Room, the state-of-the-art
Screening Room, restaurants and bars.
We also promote ‘Best Buy Months’;
this is a great value opportunity with
favourable rates during the summer
season, from late April to the first half of
December.

ca

n DINING
Dining at Carlisle Bay is all about
finding the right restaurant to suit your
mood. Some of our restaurants appeal to
families, others have a more sophisticated
feel for honeymooners. Flexibility
and variety define all of our bars and
restaurants, along with simple, fresh
produce – the foundation on which all of
our menus are built.
Each of our four restaurants is sure
to enamour discerning palates. There’s
relaxed beachside fare at Indigo; delicious
Italian-inspired options at Ottimo with
its wood-burning pizza oven; fine Asian
cuisine at East; and the laidback Jetty
Grill, an adult’s only beach eatery with
grilled meats, fresh seafood and salads.
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SIMPLE,
DISCREET
LUXURY
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CARLISLE BAY IS A LUXURY
ANTIGUA RESORT LOOKING
OUT OVER WHITE SAND,
PALM TREES AND TURQUOISE
WATER, WITH A BACKDROP OF
EMERALD GREEN RAINFOREST.
SOPHISTICATED AND
CONTEMPORARY IN STYLE, THIS
MODERN CARIBBEAN CLASSIC
ON ANTIGUA’S SOUTH COAST
IS INSTILLED WITH GENUINE
WEST INDIAN CONVIVIALITY.

n SLEEPING
All of our 87 contemporary suites have
ocean views; some are ideal for couples,
others for families, with a relaxed
contemporary design retained throughout.
Our accommodation is designed to allow for
both families and couples to holiday in peace.
Both kinds of traveller have a dedicated end
of the resort, which allows everyone to enjoy
the tranquility of the spectacular beach.
By day, every room is filled with
sunshine from sea-facing, floor-to-ceiling
windows opening onto private terraces.
Many rooms lead directly onto the beach.
Others have lawn and far-reaching ocean
views.
50
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n ENTERTAINMENT
Non-motorised watersports are
comprehensive and complimentary with
a team of expert staff. Activities include
sailing, kayaking in the mangroves,
snorkelling, windsurfing and paddle
boarding. Motorised watersports such as
waterskiing, wakeboarding and tubing
take place in a neighbouring cove to
preserve the tranquility for all our guests.
There are also nature hikes, rainforest
walks, and a boutique with a fabulous
array of carefully selected international
clothing and gifts.
Movie and literature buffs will
appreciate the 45-seat cinema and superb
library featuring funky colour-changing
fibre optic lighting and a vast selection
of books hand-picked by a special
consultant.
Our Kids’ Club with jungle gym and
sand pit is open seven days a week for
children aged six months to 12 years. n

‘Our best holiday yet’
‘A little slice of heaven’
‘Best experience ever’
‘Lovely spot and great food’
‘Utter bliss’
CONTACT
www.carlisle-bay.com
info@carlisle-bay.com
+1 268 484 0000
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CARLISLE BAY BOAT EXCURSIONS

n SNORKELLING AT CADES REEF
Take a peek at the underwater world of
one of Antigua’s most beautiful coral reefs,
only a short boat ride out from Carlisle
Bay. These trips run on Tuesdays and
Saturdays and are available for a minimum
of 2 guests, a maximum of 12.

ca

Park with a trip full of history and
adventure. These tours run on Mondays
and Fridays for a minimum of 6 guests, a
maximum of 10.
n SUNSET CRUISE
As dusk settles, take a chilled-out sunset
cruise with a glass of champagne and
canapes. Sunset cruises run on Sundays
and Wednesdays for a minimum of 6
guests, a maximum of 10.

Lo

n PRIVATE CHARTER – ALL
DAY CHARTER TO GREAT BIRD
ISLAND
Go on an all day cruise to nearby Great
Bird Island for snorkelling in turquoise
waters and a nature hike. A delicious picnic
basket will keep you going for the day.

tio

EXPLORE ANTIGUA ABOARD OUR LUXURY FJORD 36’ CRUISING YACHT. AVAILABLE FOR HIRE, IT IS
PERFECT FOR A DAY TRIP TO NELSON’S DOCKYARD, A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE, A FISHING
EXPEDITION, ROMANTIC SUNSET CRUISE OR EVEN A WEDDING AT SEA.

n PRIVATE CHARTER – HALF DAY
BEACH PICNIC
Charter the boat for half a day to visit
some of our favourite beaches and see the
stunning coastline of Antigua. Stop off for
snorkelling and a picnic lunch.
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NELSON’S DOCKYARD TOUR
Explore Antigua’s most famous National

n PRIVATE SUNSET CRUISE
For the ultimate in romance, experience
a private sunset cruise with drinks,
champagne and canapes.
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n PRIVATE BOAT CHARTER
Charter the boat for an excursion of your
choice with up to 6 guests.
CONTACT
www.carlisle-bay.com
info@carlisle-bay.com
+1 268 484 0000

LOCATED AT THE MARINA SIDE IN JOLLY HARBOUR. FACEBOOK: ALPORTOITALIANRESTAURANT
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WATERFRONT RESTAURANT
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IT’S ALL ABOUT GREAT FOOD...AND MUSIC OF COURSE. LOCATED ON
THE WATER’S EDGE IN JOLLY HARBOUR, AL PORTO IS ALL ABOUT GREAT
QUALITY, SIMPLE, FRESHLY PREPARED PIZZAS, A LARGE SELECTION OF
STEAK CERTIFIED BLACK ANGUS, CATCH OF THE DAY, LOBSTERS AND
HOMEMADE PASTA SERVED IN A STYLISH CONTEMPORARY SURROUNDING.

WE ARE OPEN EVERY NIGHT
FROM 5 PM
MONDAY LIVE MUSIC
TUESDAY 2-4-1 PIZZA NIGHT
THURSDAY ALL YOU CAN EAT
PASTA BUFFET
RESERVATIONS: +1-268-562-7848

ADVERTORIAL

AT ONE WITH THE ELEMENTS
ELEMENTS ANTIGUA: THE ALL-NATURAL PRODUCTS YOUR BODY WILL LOVE YOU FOR

ns

elements

ANTIGUA
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of these products contains natural insect
repelling ingredients.
The ‘Cara’ collection features an
innovative oil cleanser, ideal for removing
makeup as well as general grit and grime,
while delivering a moisturising punch at
the same time. Aimed at all skin types,
the cleanser is even suitable for oily skin,
a refreshing change from its chemical
counterparts which can be so drying
they actually galvanise the sebaceous
glands into action. There’s also a buff and
polish, soft enough for daily use and with
collagen-boosting components, and an
antioxidant, cell regenerative toner with
moringa, frankincense and myrrh.
As the name suggests, the ‘Casa’
collection is aimed at household use – a
multipurpose, naturally antibacterial spray
with locally distilled lemongrass hydrosol
and apple cider vinegar as its base to blitz
your home and keep it clean and fragrant.
Elements Antigua’s newest line is its
‘Villa and Yacht’ collection, featuring the
four essentials of shampoo, conditioner,
body-wash and lotion, containing nothing
nature didn’t intend and all packed in
handy-sized bottles large enough to see
you through a week’s vacation.
The brains behind Elements Antigua
is the Powder Room Spa’s owner Mary
Wilkinson who conceptualises and creates
all her products herself. Best of all, she
says, each one can be ordered online and
delivered direct to the purchaser.
Whether wishing to sample the
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W

creations beforehand – or immerse
oneself in some additional R&R – the
Powder Room Spa offers a range of
revitalising experiences of its own. Fresh
food facials, hot stone, deep tissue and
other massages, along with manicures
and pedicures, are just a few. The
signature exfoliating and vitamin-loaded
body treatment, which promises to
replenish the skin “to a porcelain finish”,
might just deliver the final touch suiting
for those envy-inducing Facebook
photos. n
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hen it comes to easy, barefoot
living, free Vitamin D and
Instagram snaps to make your
colder clime friends green with envy, the
tropics are hard to beat. The parts lesser
extolled on social media are sun-damaged
skin and mosquitoes.
Sunscreen and insect repellents are
two of the worst offenders for harsh
chemicals lurking in your personal care
products. All natural alternatives to both
are among the fabulously sybaritic potions
and lotions handmade by Elements
Antigua.
Largely organic and 100 per cent
synthetic free, they are brimming with
deliciously aromatic local ingredients like
lemongrass, moringa and aloe.
Elements Antigua is the signature
line of the Powder Room Spa in Nelson’s
Dockyard – a funky little place devoted
to wellbeing from the inside out – and
comprises four luxurious collections.
The toxin-shunning sunscreen is
part of the ‘Cuerpo’ collection and uses
non-nano zinc oxide, said to be the safest
and most effective active sun protection
as it isn’t absorbed by the skin and doesn’t
break down in the light and heat releasing
free radicals. Other ‘Cuerpo’ goodies
include a sugar and salt body scrub,
rich in nourishing, moisturising oils; a
bursting-with-vitamins sun-protective lip
balm; and a mineral-based body and face
powder to keep you cool and fresh in the
Caribbean humidity. Even better, each
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The Powder Room Spa is located at
Gun Powder House, Boom Restaurant,
Nelson’s Dockyard, English Harbour.
Visit www.elementsantigua.com, email
thepowderroomspaantigua@gmail.com or
call +1 268 788-0149.
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OCEAN GRAND:
A WATERFRONT RETREAT
RARE OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE PRISTINE BEACHFRONT LAND
130 countries worldwide.
Prices here have been slow to bounce
back after the recession of 2008/9 and
Antigua offers far greater value for money
than many other Caribbean islands. The
tranquil, secluded area flanked by famous
Dickenson Bay and Runaway Bay is
priced at just US$1.25m an acre – less
than half the cost in Barbados and St
Kitts where a comparable site starts at as
much as US$3m.
Alternatively, buyers are invited to
purchase individual lots available from
US$800,000.
Also for sale at US$6.5m – or a total
price of US$14m with the full six acres
of land – is a luxurious house set directly
on the peninsula. The four-bedroom, fivebathroom property has been exquisitely
finished and furnished throughout.
This truly magnificent villa has been
painstakingly designed to complement
its jaw-dropping natural surroundings.
Palatial in size, the sweeping glass doors
and windows enhance the feeling of

space. A pared-down colour palette
magnifies the arresting exterior. Tiled
floors and high vaulted ceilings combine
with the gentle trade winds to keep the
place cool and breezy all year round.
The contemporary styling is plush, yet
unimposing and comfortable.
The house falls within what will
become the exclusive gated community
of Ocean Grand, complete with a fullyserviced marina and round-the-clock
security.
Stunning Dickenson Bay – frequently
rated as one of the 10 best beaches in
the Caribbean – is home to first-rate
restaurants and resorts including worldfamous Sandals. Runaway Bay is a largely
deserted stretch of powder-soft sand
lapped by Antigua’s beloved turquoise
water.
At just a few minutes’ drive from both
the capital, St John’s, and the international
airport, this sublime spot is an investment
dream come true. n
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here’s a reason why real estate
agents joke, ‘they don’t make
waterfront property anymore’. So
when a six-acre site of pristine beachfront
land ripe for development comes on the
market at a fraction of the prices seen in
neighbouring Caribbean islands, one can
imagine the ripple of excitement among
would-be investors.
Set on a private peninsula known
locally as Corbison Point – sandwiched
between two of Antigua’s most celebrated
beaches – this is a rare opportunity
to acquire prime land on the majestic
sunset-facing north-west coast. The
beautiful headland spot is truly an
unparalleled location and ideal for either
commercial or residential development.
Furthermore, it is already approved
under the government’s citizenship by
investment programme, entitling buyers
to apply for an Antigua & Barbuda
passport. Holding a local passport comes
with a wealth of benefits including tax
planning and visa-free travel to more than
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Both land and villa are for sale
exclusively through Luxury Locations.
For more information or to arrange
a viewing, email
info@luxurylocations.com or
call +1 268 562-8174.
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BEACH CHIC

WHY ANA’S IS ANTIGUA’S MOST ELEGANT SEAFRONT SPOT

Lo

From its sublime location on the powder soft sand of Dickenson Bay, the only thing to rival the
setting is the food. Ana’s has become synonymous with style, finesse and the finest cuisine. And with a
fresh new feel and a host of special events on the horizon, the upcoming season is set to sparkle.
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n COOKING WITH LOVE PROVIDES FOOD FOR THE SOUL
As Ana’s discerning foodies will testify, a restaurant that consistently excites
and enchants the palate is a rare find. The elegant eatery’s Mediterraneaninspired menu, infused with Caribbean flavours, is constantly evolving. Its
talented team of young vibrant chefs say a generous helping of love is the secret
ingredient to every exquisitely presented dish.
Open 11am to 11pm Tuesday to Sunday (closed Mondays during
low season except on cruise ship days), Ana’s promises to take diners on a
gastronomic voyage of flavours and textures. From the freshest seafood and
handmade pastas, to delicacies like escargots, a sumptuous selection of cold
plates, carpaccio and salads, and heartier favourites like roasted rack of lamb
and flavour-filled curries, this is food for the soul.
Wine connoisseurs won’t be disappointed by the wide array of top-of-therange champagnes, new world and European white and red wines – or the
innovative signature cocktails.
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n LIFE IS BETTER AT THE BEACH
Ana’s beachfront cabanas, set out on its immaculately styled verandah,
were designed for the most leisurely of lunches. With that in mind,
Ana’s day passes give guests the chance to kick back in the comfy,
stylish surrounds for as long as they like – all while enjoying the
restaurant’s sublime fare, premium attendance and first-rate facilities.
Included in the US$60 per person rate is lunch, drinks, and watersports.
Ana’s Shore Menu offers laidback bite-sized offerings, ideal for
relaxing at the infinity bar or a lounger set directly on the sand.
Dickenson Bay is one of Antigua’s most beloved beaches, famed for
its white sand, resplendent turquoise sea and uninterrupted views across
the ocean to Montserrat and other neighbouring islands.
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n DON’T COUNT YOUR YEARS, MAKE YOUR
YEARS COUNT
Ana’s team prides itself on giving guests the warmest of welcomes
and making newcomers feel like family. And they know that
when it comes to birthdays, everyone likes to feel extra special.
Whether it’s a blowout for a sweet 16, flirty 30 or sprightly
70, guests can opt for the delicious a la carte offerings or a
tailored menu to suit, and the restaurant can also provide
entertainment, a cake if required, and a photographer to capture
every moment of your day.
Groups numbering 50-plus can hire out the entire venue for a
fee; smaller parties will be treated to the luxurious Orchid Room.
Whether one opts for toes in the sand or the chic interior,
Ana’s unique ambience and personal service guarantee memories
to last a lifetime.
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n THE EARTH WITHOUT ART IS JUST ‘EH’
From the eye-catching collection of Ana’s art gallery to its
upbeat and sophisticated events, Ana’s offers a feast for all the
senses. The vibrant art pieces include an abundance of striking
works by talented local artists Nicholas Hadeed, Jan Farara
and Eef Armstrong among others, plus several by acclaimed
international painters and sculptors.
The unrivalled location has helped make the lazy
‘Beachtastic Sundays’, with bucket specials and grill menu, and
festivities like holiday souks, geisha-themed fashion shows and
live musical appearances unmissable affairs.

n OH L’AMOUR – TYING THE KNOT AT
ANA’S
An establishment that made its name on love offers plenty
to go around. Ana’s ‘love is in the air’ tagline is all the more
apt now starry-eyed couples can stage their nuptials here
too.
And what could be more romantic for your ceremony
or reception than the million-dollar views from the sand,
al fresco gallery or air-conditioned comfort of the Orchid
Room?
Ana’s meticulous attention to detail extends into the
exquisite interior décor in rich pink tones complemented
with splashes of black and white. Hand-crafted table
decorations and vibrant eye-catching murals complete the
flawless styling. Music, photography and a cake can all
be provided upon request, along with a specially tailored
menu.
The restaurant’s catering and entertainment services
can also be enlisted for off-site private and corporate
functions.
Ana’s owner Maria Britto promises that her team’s
experience and professionalism will take the stress out of
planning the big day and “help create the vision of your
dreams”.

Visit www.anas.ag or call +1 268 562-8562 for
information and reservations.
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BREATHING NEW LIFE
INTO OLD BOATS
THE REPOWER CHALLENGE - YAMAHA VS EVINRUDE

What, if any, were any negatives about
the purchase?
I really can’t think of many negatives.
Outdoor World has been very
accommodating to me, servicing wherever
is more convenient for me and fitting me
in last minute so I have no downtime on
the boat. They have all the parts in stock
so it’s basically just a phone call and the
job will be done.
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Although there are a multitude of boats in the Caribbean, few are manufactured here.
Due to the cost and effort of shipping boats to the Caribbean some owners choose to
upgrade older boats by repowering them to newer, more powerful engine models.
We interviewed two owners who have breathed new life into two similar size
Boston Whaler boats that were previously equipped with twin Mercury engines. One
owner chose Yamaha F200, the other Evinrude G2 225HO as their new engines of
choice – both coming in at similar prices. We chatted to both owners to gain an insight
into their repowering experiences.
“BAREFOOT” – 25FT BOSTON
WHALER OUTRAGE 1989
Repowered from Mercury 200hp salt water
to Yamaha F200, purchased from Outdoor
World in Antigua.

ry

What do you use your boat for?
My boat is completely multi-functional;
I use it for everything from pleasure to
commercial fishing, for private island
tours, and even going inter-island on
extreme adventures.

Why did you choose Yamaha / Outdoor
World?
I chose Yamaha engines for their reliability
and fuel economy and really wanted a
company in Antigua that had the after sales
department dialled, along with qualified
technicians that can look after my engines
and service them after the purchase.
Outdoor World offered all of this with a
professional attitude from day one.
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What were the other positive aspects
about your purchase with Yamaha /
Outdoor World?
The refit was quick and smooth, and all
the research was done beforehand so that
once it came time to refit we were not
waiting on anything. They also packaged
up my old engines neatly so I could resell
them. I have not had to test alternate
propellers, but Outdoor World said they
would be happy to exchange propellers, if
required, to get to normal operating.
What do you like most about the
engines?
Three things instantly come to mind:
reliability, fuel economy, and they’re very
quiet!
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The new engines were 160lbs heavier in
total which puts a little more strain on my
transom, however not that big of a deal as
it is rated for two 250s and overall has not
affected the boat in any way.
To charter Barefoot, contact
Barefootantigua@gmail.com
“SHOGUN” – 26FT BOSTON
WHALER CONQUEST 2006
Old Engines twin Optimax 150hp
repowered to twin Evinrude G2 225HO
bought from Evinmotors in San Juan and
installed by Seagull Inflatables.
What do you use your boat for?
Mostly inshore coastal cruising with
occasional island to island trips with the
family.
Why did you choose the Evinrude G2
engines?
The G2 engines are a new design of
2 strokes, they have incredible torque,
internal power steering, automatic trim,
clean rigging at the transom and come
with a 5 year or 1000 hour warranty
which is significantly longer than any of
the competitors.
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the Evinrude boat was faster off the line
and also came out with higher top speed
despite being 50% heavier and only
having 15% more horse power.

Would you buy the same engines again?
Yes, dealing with Seagull Inflatables in
Antigua has been great and the installer
in Antigua was excellent. From my
experience the G2 engines have no
comparison when it comes to torque, the
boat flies out of the hole and can reach
40mph in 5 seconds. In a straight race
between the two boats in this article,

Lo

What do you like most about the
engines?
The torque and responsiveness of the
engines is excellent, one of the main
reasons I wanted the increased power was
so that I could still cruise at 30mph on
one engine in the event that the other had
a problem. The clean rigging makes a lot
of difference with the kids getting on and
off the boat, previously the transom well
was a greasy tangle but now it is useful
storage area while swimming off the boat.

What were, or are, any negative aspects?
The only thing that comes to mind was
the weather! Unfortunately hurricane
season caused a few delays to shipping
and installation but that was it. Seagull
Inflatables did everything they could
to make the transition as seamless as
possible, and even sold my old engines for
me. The support from Evinrude and their
technical experts has also been very good.
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What is the most positive thing about
your purchase?
These were the first G2 engines in
Antigua and required specific installation
requirements but Seagull Inflatables were
very diligent and put in every effort to
make the transition as smooth as possible.

CONCLUSION
Both owners are very happy with their
choice of engine and both have seen
significant improvements in performance
and fuel economy. So although Yamaha
is the dominant presence in Antigua
with exceptional local customer service
and excellent engines, it would seem
as if Evinrude has significant potential
as a strong competitor considering its
exceptional engine warranty, power and
torque. n
Comments from Yamaha and Evinrude on
the following page.

“BAREFOOT” – 25FT BOSTON WHALER OUTRAGE 1989
Weight: 3,900lbs
Previous engine: Mercury Saltwater 200
New engine: Yamaha F200
Previous top speed: 55mph		
New top speed: 56mph
Previous best cruise: 1.8mpg at 30mph
New best cruise: 3mpg at 30mph
“SHOGUN” – 26FT BOSTON WHALER CONQUEST 2006
Weight: 6,750lb
Previous engine: Mercury 150 Optimax
New engine: Evinrude G2 225
Previous top speed: 41mph		
New top speed: 58mph
Previous best cruise: 2.1mpg at 25mph
New best cruise: 2.4mpg at 32mph
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MANUFACTURERS’ COMMENTS
EVINRUDE:

n The lightest DOHC outboard in its class, the Yamaha
IN-LINE- 4 is the perfect, lightweight 200-hp solution for
small- to medium-size boats and compatible with mechanical
controls or command link plus.

n BEST-IN-CLASS FUEL EFFICIENCY
The PurePower Combustion of the Evinrude E-TEC G2 is
so efficient, not a single drop of gas is wasted, so you’ll use
up to 15% less fuel than the leading four-stroke. Fuel worries
evaporate into thin air.

n 5-YEAR ENGINE AND CORROSION WARRANTY
The Evinrude outboard comes with the industry’s best
warranty: a 5-year engine warranty and 5-year non-declining
corrosion warranty. No one else even comes close.

n LOWEST EMISSION LEVELS
A more efficient engine is a cleaner engine. In fact, the
PurePower Combustion of an Evinrude E-TEC G2 is so
clean-burning that it has up to 75% fewer regulated emissions
than competitive four-strokes, keeping waters clean for you
and generations to come.
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*warranty is based on pleasure use.
**duty free prices with relevant documentation

tio

Outdoor World Yamaha provides as 36 month warranty*.
Total price for the twin engines with installation is under
EC$95,000** making it quite competitive with US prices.
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YAMAHA:
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EXPERIENCES,
EXPLOITS AND
ESCAPADES
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TOP THINGS TO DO IN ANTIGUA

Whether living it large or taking it easy, here’s our selection of the best activities Antigua has to offer.
Holiday dreams start here.
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n LEARN TO KITEBOARD
Always fancied surfing the waves with the effortless cool of
a dyed-in-the-wool water baby? Antigua is home to several
acclaimed kiteboarding tutors who promise to take you
from zero to hero within hours. Aaron Hadlow, eat your
heart out.

n LUST OVER THE
SUPERYACHTS
Some of the globe’s most showstopping vessels drop anchor in
English Harbour every winter. From
brash Motor Yacht A to the iconic
Maltese Falcon, this sailing hub offers
ogling opportunities galore.

n HANG WITH HUMPBACKS
Famous for their aerial acrobatics,
the humongous humpbacks are a
favourite among whale watchers.
Every year, from February to May,
these captivating mammals make their
nimble way past our islands during
their annual migration.
64

n DINE BY THE ROADSIDE
Don’t be deterred by the artless names (bull foot soup,
anyone?); authentic Antiguan cuisine is fresh, filling and
bursting with flavour. Informal ‘cook shops’ can be found on
just about every street island-wide. Pulling up roadside and
sampling some local fare is a must for any die-hard foodie.

tio
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n SWIM WITH STINGRAYS
Dubbed the puppy dogs of the sea for
their attention-seeking, snack-loving
personalities, no trip to Antigua is
complete without a swim with our gentle
stingrays. You can pet, feed, snorkel, and
even grab a selfie with them – all in their
natural environment – at Stingray City
Antigua.

ns

n MASTER THE NATION’S
HIGHEST PEAK
Ok, so it’s not Pico Duarte but reaching
the summit of Mount Obama – a
smidgen over 400 metres high – offers
picturesque views across the Shekerley
Mountains and a palpable sense of
achievement nonetheless.
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n EXPERIENCE A DESERTED ISLAND
Robinson Crusoe’s fabled paradise had nothing on the pristine
purlieus of uninhabited Great Bird or Green islands. Both
offer exceptional snorkelling and are a haven for critically
endangered wildlife.

n EXPERIENCE THE ‘GREEN FLASH’
If there’s a better way to end the day than sipping on an
ice-cold cocktail on one of our breath-taking west coast
beaches, then we’re yet to find it. On a clear evening, you
may be lucky enough to catch the green flash as the sun
disappears over the horizon.

n WALK A ‘DADLI DOG’
Our local ‘Dadli dogs’ are
naturally affectionate, loyal and
smart – and they’re famous
for smiling! The rescue pups
at PAAWS’ animal shelter in
Parham love to show off – and
improve – their social skills,
which increases their chance
of finding a forever home.
Volunteers to walk them will
receive a friendly welcome and
a big sloppy kiss.
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n TAKE PART IN CARNIVAL
Antigua’s rambunctious summer shenanigans,
now in their seventh decade, have put the
country firmly on the party map. The plethora
of pre-Carnival fetes during June and July
culminates in vibrant street parades, live music
extravaganzas and enough energy to raise the
dead.

ca
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n ZIP-LINE THROUGH THE
RAINFOREST
Feel like the king of the jungle by donning a
harness and careering through the rainforest
on up to 28 vertigo-inducing zip wires. The
sky-high challenge offers eco-adventurers an
exhilarating thrill and a singular brush with
nature. The views are free of charge.

tio

n PREEN AND PAMPER YOURSELF
Kick back in the enchanting environs of one of
Antigua’s luxury spa resorts. With a variety of
deluxe signature treatments to choose from –
infused with ingredients as deliciously organic
as hand-harvested seaweed and aromatic
essential oils – this is therapy for the soul.
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n GET OUT ON (AND UNDER) THE
WATER
Aquatic adventures are aplenty. Circling the island
by catamaran with unlimited rum punch, taking
a serene sunset cruise, or scuba diving at stunning
Cades Reef are just a few. Nascent nautical
enthusiasts can also find a host of companies with
which to learn to sail.
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n STEP BACK IN TIME
Immerse yourself in the
colourful history of the industry
which built the British Empire
with a visit to the restored
17th century sugar plantation
of Betty’s Hope. Then, retrace
Admiral Nelson’s steps in
whimsical Nelson’s Dockyard,
the world’s only working
Georgian dockyard and a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.

FEATURE

Former Faithless vocalist turned lifestyle guru
Jamie Catto is holding a workshop in Antigua
in January

ns

NEW PERSPECTIVES TO
BREAK OLD HABITS

LIFE COACH JANIS HOUGH OFFERS HER UNIQUE GUIDANCE
THROUGH THE AIRWAVES AND WORKSHOPS

tio
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Janis’s evolving work offers
a consistently fresh and
enlightening perspective.

spends his time leading “uniquely
transformative” sessions to “spark personal
and professional breakthroughs”.
A personal friend of Janis, Jamie’s
hotly anticipated open workshop will be
staged at a new pavilion high up in the
hills within the Sugar Ridge resort.
Entitled ‘Transforming Shadows’,
participants are invited to learn how
to heal blocked emotions and reframe
negative beliefs.
“You will play games and processes
which lighten up rigid notions of
appropriateness and uptight limitations of
unconscious shame and negativity,” Jamie
says. “You will laugh your head off – and
realise how precious each day is and how
much more space there is for mischief and
playfulness in the world, especially yours,”
he adds.
Another workshop a week later is
being co-hosted by Janis and human
resources expert Nicole Eastmond, of
Aquarius HR Consulting. ‘Burn the box,
get the life you want’ will also be staged at
the Sugar Ridge pavilion on January 20.
Janis’s unique skill-set, honed over
the last 14 years, includes a variety of
pioneering relaxed and non-prescriptive
techniques to help clients overcome
everything from panic attacks and phobias,
to addiction and trauma. Coupled with
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elving into the dark recesses of
the human psyche to help people
overcome emotional hurdles and
lead more fulfilling lives lies at the core of
life coach Janis Hough’s work.
From one-on-one sessions to public
workshops, outdoor explorations and
introspective expeditions, her methods
are as diverse as her ever-expanding client
base.
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Now the self-described ‘head
mechanic’ is on a mission to amalgamate
all the above to “create a community”
with personal development as its motif
in Antigua. Connecting through stories
and shared experiences, she says, is key
to recognising the quirks, the anxieties
and the foibles which unite us as human
beings and lead us on the path to change
and progress.
An exciting event coming up is an
all-day workshop on Saturday January
13 with internationally acclaimed
lifestyle guru Jamie Catto. These days, the
erstwhile vocalist and art director with
seminal British dance group Faithless

a trove of qualifications in concepts like
neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) and
unconventional hypnotherapy, she gently
guides people to make changes to lead
happier, more satisfying lives.
Her new Friday night show on
Observer Radio is another arrow in Janis’s
quiver. Dubbed the ‘Weekend Shift’, it airs
from 6.30-8pm and helps people “shift
down the gears for the weekend”, Janis
says, through eclectic music, stories and
metaphors, and is complemented by an
article in the Daily Observer each Friday.
As her burgeoning band of followers
is discovering – whether through the
airwaves, seminars, her collaboration
with Yoga Antigua, or the avant-garde
workshops heading our way from the lofty
surrounds of the hillside pavilion – Janis’s
evolving work offers a consistently fresh
and enlightening perspective. n
For more information or to book workshop
tickets, visit www.facebook.com/
LifeCoachAntigua, email Janishough31@
gmail.com, or call +1 268 732-1032 or +44
7877 779190.

Life coach Janis Hough

PARTY PAGE
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FRIGHTFULLY
GOOD FUN AT
CLOGGY’S
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What we ate:
It’s not easy wolfing down Cajun fried calamari
and chicken shoarma topped with garlic
mayonnaise through a zombie mask. We gave it
a valiant attempt – and polished it off with a hot
chocolate brownie.

tio

Where we went:
Those ghoulish souls at Cloggy’s restaurant in
English Harbour don’t just make devilishly good
food, they also know how to throw a really, really
good party. So you can bet your broomstick when
we heard they were hosting a Halloween bash, we
headed on down for a bite, a boogie and a goblet
of witch’s brew.
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What we loved
The only thing to rival the spine-chilling costumes
was the energy on the dancefloor, thanks to the
eternally upbeat 1761 band who never fail to
get everyone shimmying along to some eclectic
covers.
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COCKTAILS
FOR A CAUSE

tio

Where we went:
It’s dubbed the ‘world’s toughest row’ but
there was nothing onerous about our role:
sipping a few choice cocktails to help ‘Team
Antigua Atlantic Rowers’ on their way. Ana’s
Restaurant and Art Gallery in Dickenson
Bay hosted the special fundraiser complete
with raffle and auction.

What we loved
It goes without saying we are always partial
to one of Ana’s divine signature tipples.
What made this event all the more laudable
is Team Antigua’s commitment to plough
all the money they raise with their herculean
feat into protecting our local marine
environment.
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What it was about:
The quartet of Antiguan nautical enthusiasts
– Eli Fuller, John Watt, Scott Potter and
Nico Psihoyos – have been on a mission to
raise the US$250,000 needed to take part in
the gruelling 3,000-mile voyage comprising
the annual Talisker Whisky Atlantic
Challenge.
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CARNIVAL
CAROUSAL
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What it’s all about:
Now in its 61st year of official celebrations,
Antigua Carnival evolved from festivities
to mark emancipation from slavery in 1834.
These days it’s an exhilarating blend of
live music, pageants and parades featuring
sensational handmade costumes. Antigua
Carnival’s indigenous themes make it
undoubtedly one of the most authentic.

ns

Where we went:
If you were lucky enough to be there, you
can attest to the revelry and jamboree on
the road during Carnival 2017’s festivities.
If not, these photos captured by super
snapper Alex Andre Rhodes are a pretty
good indicator. Antiguans and Barbudans
– along with visitors aplenty – flocked from
far and wide to take part in the 11-day
extravaganza which kicks off each year
during the last week in July.
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What we loved
Unique to Antigua, T-shirt Mas is a warmup to the main parades and popular with
revellers who prefer a little more modesty to
their costumes. The creativity among those
who customise their t-shirt is consistently
impressive. And because T-shirt Mas is one
of the earliest events of the Carnival season,
it’s always a rousing, rambunctious affair.
This year thousands took part, shimmying
behind floats pumping out upbeat soca
tunes, with intermittent appearances from
prominent local singers.
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Who we saw:
Mr Boombastic, aka Shaggy, lit up the stage with
his own brand of swagger, belting out hits like ‘It
wasn’t me’ and ‘Luv me, luv me’. His compatriot
Tessanne Chin, winner of season five of NBC’s
The Voice, also put on a spellbinding show. Our
own favourites included Trinidad’s Kes and Destra
Garcia, along with Antigua’s very own Ricardo
Drue who put in as polished a performance as ever.
Headliner Machel Montano proved himself to still
be the undisputed king of soca.

ca

Where we went:
Solidarity between the region’s island nations
shone through at the Caribbean Strong relief
concert and telethon held at the Sir Vivian
Richards Cricket Stadium in Antigua. Some of
the Caribbean’s biggest musical stars took to the
stage at the fundraiser organised by Trinidadian
soca legend Machel Montano in aid of victims of
the September 2017 hurricanes in Barbuda and
Dominica.
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CARIBBEAN
UNITES IN
PERFECT HARMONY
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What we loved:
The abundance of Dominican and Antigua &
Barbuda flags – along with a heart-warming
sense of bonhomie among revellers – were a solid
reminder of the central cause. We soaked up the
energy and atmosphere in the sweaty throng at the
front, and grooved our way through to the end.
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LUXURY PROPERTY
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LUXURY LOCATIONS -

NOT JUST ANTIGUA

W
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HAVING LIVED AND WORKED IN ANTIGUA FOR OVER 10 YEARS, WE AT
LUXURY LOCATIONS HAVE OFTEN BEEN ASKED ABOUT OTHER CARIBBEAN
ISLANDS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE PROPERTY MARKETS.
Luxury Locations has gathered a wealth
of information to give buyers the clearest
possible picture. We now represent
properties on numerous other islands and
have launched a consultancy service to
assist buyers looking in the Caribbean.
We currently represent property
in Antigua & Barbuda, Barbados, St
Lucia, St Kitts, and Grenada. The list is
continually growing and we hope to cover
the majority of the Caribbean market
within the next year. We are deliberately
taking our time over our expansion
as Luxury Locations only represents
properties we have personally visited and
gained direct experience of their facilities
and surroundings.
By visiting these different countries,
meeting the local agents and seeing the
properties firsthand, we are able to gain
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e have realised there is
a demand for market
information across the entire
region, as opposed to just individual
islands. Many real estate agents are not
well informed about their neighbouring
islands and hence are not able to give
their clients valuable comparative
information.
Questions such as: “How do the
various markets compare?” “How
much does the average sqft price to
build differ between islands?” “Which
islands have the most active real estate
markets?” “Which offer the best return
on investment?” “What is the going rate
for beachfront land?” “What building
restrictions are there?”
As a result of these conversations, and
many more posed to us over the years,
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true insights necessary to provide detailed
and accurate information about them.
Our consultancy services allow us
to acquire a thorough understanding
of a potential purchaser or investor’s
requirements and desires, which we use
to evaluate each of the individual islands,
markets and properties on their behalf.
This allows our clients to gain deeper
insights into both the micro and macro
economic factors affecting those markets
prior to making their crucial investment
decisions.
So, if you are interested in property
in Antigua, or anywhere else in the
Caribbean, please get in touch so we can
get you on the right track and make sure
your investment is the best one for you.

ns
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“We currently represent property in Antigua & Barbuda,
Barbados, St Lucia, St Kitts, and Grenada. The list is
continually growing and we hope to cover the majority
of the Caribbean market within the next year.”

Head Office: Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua, WI
Telephone: +1 268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxurylocations.com
75
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LUXURY PROPERTY

BARBADOS

WHY CHOOSE BARBADOS?

Vibrant culture, excellent infrastructure, a high standard of living – and sunshine galore. Just some
of the reasons to choose beautiful Barbados when buying a holiday home. From luscious botanical
gardens and wildlife reserves, to luxurious resorts, whimsical historical sights and pulsating nightlife,
the English-speaking isle boasts plenty of activities too. The low crime rate, social and political
stability, and easygoing, laidback lifestyle are also a draw for more and more investors each year.
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FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174
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BARBADOS

Estate in St James
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Completed in 2006, this home was designed
by Michael Gomes and built to exacting
specifications. The main reception room opens to
a covered verandah which overlooks the classic,
infinity-edged swimming pool. There are two
guest bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms and a
TV room on this level. A fourth bedroom can
be found in the pool house which provides an
additional dining option. This house is fully
equipped with a spacious laundry room, staff
quarters as well as a large storage room on the
lower level that can be converted to a gym or
media room if desired.
An adjoining residential lot, approximately
1.33 acres in size, may also be available by
negotiation.
US$9,500,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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LUXURY PROPERTY

The Chummery Estate, Sandy Lane
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The Chummery Estate is the epitome of sophisticated and casually elegant island
living. Features include a drawing and dining room overlooking the junior Olympic
size pool, adjacent to a gourmet kitchen. The Estate is beautifully appointed with
two spacious master suites both with private balconies overlooking the herb gardens.
Two full guest suites on the lower level have direct access to the pool area and
gardens. There is a fully equipped exercise room and room for an optional third
guest suite.
Price on request
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FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174

Footprints

tio

Stunning 6,500 sq ft beachfront property.
US$12,000,000
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BARBADOS

Smugglers Cove
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Four-bedroom beachfront property
with breathtaking panoramic views.
US$5,700,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM

Villa Bonita

9,200 sqft beach villa with six
magnificent bedrooms.
US$9,750,000
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LUXURY PROPERTY

WHY CHOOSE ST VINCENT & THE GRENADINES?
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ST VINCENT & THE GRENADINES
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From the tropical mountainous beauty of St Vincent to the pristine beaches, coral reefs and turquoise lagoons of
the 32 isles making up the Grenadines, SVG is abundant with idyllic locations and eco-activities.
This sun-soaked destination boasts luxuriant hideaways, volcanoes and waterfalls to explore, and a thriving
sailing scene. Investors are attracted here by the country’s welcoming people and diverse range of properties
for sale, whether set among the glamorous surrounds of Mustique and Bequia, the rugged landscape of the
mainland, or even on your own private cay.

Hope Lodge

With six bedrooms, Hope Lodge is suitable for
two to three families or six couples to holiday in
perfect harmony. The property has been created
out of a virgin estate that is beautifully situated
overlooking Hope Bay - one of the most remote
unspoilt beaches in the Grenadines. Hope Lodge
truly encapsulates the essence of the Caribbean –
luxurious yet not flash, private but not remote.
Price on request
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ST VINCENT &
THE GRENADINES
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Sweet Wind

Sweet Wind is a three-bedroom property with an infinity
pool. There is a private cliff-top gazebo with an amazing
view and atmosphere, perfect to escape from reality.
US$2,900,000

Tranquility Villa

Tranquility Villa has three bedrooms and
is built on four levels, all rooms having
spectacular views overlooking the turquoise
blue ocean that is located just below.
US$1,590,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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WHY CHOOSE ST KITTS & NEVIS?
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Green hills, warm-natured locals and easy living characterise this tropical two-island nation.
Throw in stunning rainforest, splendid plantation houses and characterful hangouts – along with
a seamless purchasing process and attractive citizenship by investment programme – and it’s easy
to see why St Kitts & Nevis is a favourite among visitors and house-hunters alike. Extra pluses are
the stable economy, host of tax incentives, and potential for healthy returns on your investment.

ns

ST KITTS & NEVIS
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ST KITTS & NEVIS

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM

8 Mariner’s Call

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms, 7,042 sq ft

Experience breathtaking 180-degree views of
sweeping blue seas, the marina, golf course,
and The Pavilion beach club at Christophe
Harbour. Nestled into the lush hillside along
Sandy Bank Bay, this custom villa promises a
life of unparalleled comfort, beauty, and ease
with a perfect blend of indoor and outdoor
living spaces.
US$3,999,500
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LUXURY PROPERTY

CHRISTOPHE HARBOUR

Central to Christophe Harbour
and the ‘heartbeat’ of the community
is Marina Village, which includes the
iconic Customs House, an 11,000 sqft
building due for completion by mid-2018.
Customs House will provide services such
as fast-track immigration; five-star yacht
provisioning; various harbourside client
services, bars and restaurants. For captains
and crew, it offers private lounges, gyms,

ca

With infrastructure fully in place
on the peninsula, Christophe Harbour’s
state-of-the-art superyacht marina is
now entering its third season, as St Kitts
reports a growing yachting sector for
the fifth consecutive year. There are still
several superyacht slips for sale freehold,
out of a current total of 24. Mariners can
also purchase a custom-designed slip for
yachts of 300ft-plus from US$5.9m.
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Christophe Harbour is the burgeoning
premier real estate and leisure destination
on the south-east peninsula of beautiful
St Kitts. The 2,500-acre site was
purchased in 2008 by entrepreneur, resort
community developer and keen sailor,
Charles P ‘Buddy’ Darby and family, who
established his reputation through his vast
luxurious development on Kiawah Island,
South Carolina.
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The Marina at
Christophe Harbour

Christophe Harbour has recently
launched the opportunity to purchase
300-ft / 91m berths which can be
custom-made to suit the specification
of the yacht. Located in Christophe
Harbour’s state-of-the-art marina (now
entering its third season of successive
growth), the berths, from $5.9m all
in, will offer precise customisation to
fit clients’ vessels including position
of fuel pump and electricity outlets,
height of dock for easy embarkation,
and draft. Existing 150’-220’ berths are
also available for sale from US$1.8 to
US$3.5 million.
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FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174

Beach-front land

118 Ocean Song Way
2.187 acres triple homesite – prime
beach-front with direct beach access
US$8,500,000

ca

from building your own home, to two
and three/four bedroom properties, as
well as fully deeded fractional ownership.
The focus is on low-rise, indigenous
architecture and materials to create a
dynamic and integrated community.
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as well as tailor-made itineraries for them
and their guests.
The 126-room Park Hyatt hotel –
the first in the Caribbean – opened in
Christophe Harbour’s Banana Bay in
November. Other exciting amenities
include a planned 18-hole Tom Faziodesigned golf course.
Residentially, Christophe Harbour
offers a variety of real estate options,
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ST KITTS & NEVIS

129 Morning Rise

4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms, 3,948 sq ft
The stunning views afforded by this exceptional home begin
upon arrival at 129 Morning Rise Lane. The harbour, the
sea, the beach, and Nevis Peak are on glorious display from
the covered trellis, entry garden, and extraordinary sunset
pavilion. Across 3,948 square feet of refinement, an outdoor
living area, f loor-to-ceiling windows, and double French
doors partner to beckon the outdoors in.
US$3,695,000
85
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WHY CHOOSE ST LUCIA?
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With the UNESCO world heritage site of the Pitons mountains, the Caribbean’s
only walk-in volcano, rich forests and the Diamond waterfall, St Lucia’s natural
scenery is unparalleled. Both land prices and property taxes here are very low, and
the plethora of untouched spots available make this glorious island nation a real
estate coup. The citizenship by investment programme offers great benefits to buyers
looking for a second passport, including visa-free travel to more than 120 countries
and no tax on worldwide income. Buying property in St Lucia is a savvy move,
whether as a permanent home or sound investment.

ns

ST LUCIA

Arc En Ciel, Soufriere

This chic-yet-serene villa sits between the iconic Pitons peaks within the exclusive Beau Estate
on St Lucia’s coveted west coast. A magnificent hillside property, it affords panoramic views
of the Caribbean Sea and stunning sunsets to boot. Arc en Ciel encompasses 5,280 sqft of
interior living space furnished with colonial-style pieces. It has five en-suite bedrooms (three
with queen-sized beds, two with twin beds), with private patios, marble bathrooms, casual al
fresco dining area, bar, pool deck and a spectacular infinity-edge swimming pool, stone cave and
waterfall feature. The swimming pool sweeps around the front and the back of the villa and is
immaculately appointed and maintained to the highest of standards.
US$8,500,000
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ST LUCIA

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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Caille Blanc Villa
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Six spacious bedrooms with en-suite
bathrooms, views of the Pitons and a
65ft infinity pool.
US$8,200,000

Grand Anse, East Coast
1,625 acres of prime land (70 acres
beach-front).
US$35,000,000
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ST LUCIA

Villa Atlantis

Five bedrooms, 2.9 acres.
US$2,500,000

Xhale Villa

Four bedrooms. Over 6,000 sq ft.
US$2,950,000

76 Acres

Beach-front
US$20,000,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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FEATURE

SAFE AS HOUSES

T
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INVESTING IN PROPERTY IN ANTIGUA WILL PUT
MORE THAN SUNSHINE IN YOUR POCKET

‘open’ economy means there are no foreign
exchange controls or other barriers to the
repatriation of profits.
Antigua also offers a relatively
low rate of corporation tax and a very
competitive suite of concessions available
to new and existing investors.

ry

here are several reasons why today’s
astute investors choose to put their
money into real estate. Long-term
capital growth, portfolio diversification
and rental yields are just a few.
Opting to do so in Antigua comes
with a wealth of additional benefits that
go way beyond beautiful beaches. Tax
perks are aplenty. Residents are only taxed
on income earned in Antigua, rather
than their worldwide income, and passive
income such as dividends and bank
interest is entirely tax-free.
No inheritance tax means you can
pass your property on to your offspring
without lumbering them with a
burdensome bill, while capital gains tax –
a financial albatross in other parts of the
world – is nothing more than a minor
land value appreciation levy for noncitizens.
Antigua also offers a relatively
low rate of corporation tax and a very
competitive suite of concessions available
to new and existing investors.
Our English-speaking twin island
nation has a lower cost of living than
most of the world’s major cities, a stable
and peaceful democracy, and a forwardthinking, pro-business government. The

The Eastern Caribbean dollar is
pegged to the US dollar, which helps
with financial stability, while the strength
of the Canadian banks represented here
provides a welcome level of confidence.
As a former British colony, Antigua
predominantly follows UK law which has
the added bonus of making a property
purchase a seamless process.
Opportunities for inward investment
abound as Antigua continues to advance.
The government is approachable and open
to new development ideas; projects that
meet certain criteria often benefit from
generous tax incentives and other waivers.
A slew of schemes currently under
construction by foreign developers
includes the deluxe 79-suite Hodges Bay
Resort, the Waldorf Astoria-branded
Callaloo Cay Resort, the US$40m
Coconut Beach Resort by Marriott, and
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a 126-room Best Western hotel on the
outskirts of Jolly Harbour.
Luxury Locations’ CEO Sam Dyson
says the introduction of the government’s
citizenship by investment programme
has helped attract a high volume of
developers and investors to the islands.
Ploughing one’s cash into an approved
project entitles one to apply for an
Antigua & Barbuda passport – and that
spells not just tax boons but visa-free
travel to more than 130 countries too.
The company’s founder Nadia Dyson
says Antigua’s low property prices also
offer far better value for money than most
regional competitors.
Antigua’s prime location in the heart
of the Caribbean has paved the way
for direct flights to and from London,
New York, Miami, Atlanta, Toronto
and Frankfurt among others, making
international travel as smooth as its
gluggable local rum.
The growing economy is energised by
increasing visitor numbers attracted to
our majestic deserted beaches, intriguing
historical sites and first-rate resorts and
restaurants.
On top of all of that, our sublime
islands have a low crime rate and
famously hospitable locals. Newcomers
consistently testify to the warm-natured
people as a definitive factor in setting
down permanent roots here. And being
welcomed into the fold like family is one
thing money cannot buy. n

Personalized living at Living Spaces

ns

Create a space that’s
unique to your lifestyle.

Living Spaces
Old Parham Road
St. John’s
Antigua
Telehone 268-481-1710
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Choose from a variety
of styles to bring out the
beauty in your home.
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The GAZEBO, a hidden gem of eclectic furniture and home decor,
all from natural products, wood, cotton, and grasses.
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Our signature clay pots and urns will turn your garden into an oasis of tropical calm

Find us tucked away just off the Friars Hill Road on Abbots
Farm Road
Open Tuesday to Friday 10am-4pm & Saturdays 10am-2pm

Telephone 460 2776

See us on Facebook

Tel +1 268 562 8174

info@luxurylocations.com

THE ROAD TO OWNERSHIP
at online and arrange a time to take you
to see them.

Have you
considered
citizenship by
investment?
For the savvy investor, a second
passport can spawn a wealth of
advantages including visa-free travel
and international tax planning. In 2013,
Antigua & Barbuda became the latest
nation to offer a route for citizenship by
investment. But while other jurisdictions
offer something ostensibly comparable,
few make it as speedy, seamless or
affordable as our twin island paradise.
One avenue for gaining an Antigua
& Barbuda passport is a minimum
US$400,000 purchase in a governmentapproved real estate project. Successful
applicants are not required to sacrifice
their current citizenship. They also
benefit from exemption from a number
of local taxes, including personal income,
net worth, gift tax and estate duty. In
addition, they enjoy visa-free travel
to around 130 countries worldwide,
including the UK, Canada, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Europe’s borderless
Schengen area.
Our friendly and professional team
can guide you through every step of the
process. n
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Step 3: Finding the one you love
With an extensive portfolio from snug
holiday hideaways to plush palatial
estates, we’re confident it won’t be long
before you’re head over heels in real estate
love. You can then submit an offer and
we will negotiate on your behalf, ensuring
you the best possible deal for your money.
Once the offer is accepted, a deposit will
be needed to reserve the property; usually
either US$10,000 or one per cent of the
property price.

AND FINALLY…
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Step 4: The legal process
Now come the all-important legalities
for which we can put you in touch with a
reputable lawyer. Their fee is between one
and two per cent of the purchase price,
half of which will be required upfront.
The seller’s lawyer will then draw up a
draft contract. Once both parties are
happy with the fine print, a 10 per cent
deposit of the property price is due
(minus the reservation deposit already
paid). That will be held safely in an escrow
account.
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Lo

hen people say the Caribbean
is a little bit behind, we
just nod and smile politely.
Because while much of the world is
reeling amid soaring property prices and
overheating markets, prices in Antigua
remain almost as low as when the
financial crisis first hit.
And that’s great news for investors
who are flocking here as fast as the
snowbirds.
“Antigua is still firmly a buyers’
market,” says Luxury Locations founder
Nadia Dyson. “It’s not as over-developed
as other islands which means there’s lots
of opportunity for new business initiatives
too – not to mention the fact Antigua has
retained its authentic charm.
“We are seeing more and more direct
flights making Antigua very accessible
and new developments are cropping up
constantly. All signs point to a healthy
economic future.”
Mrs Dyson added: “It won’t be long
before house prices start to rise again so
now really is an ideal time to buy.”

the rental programme and allow our sister
company Villa Management to take care
of it for you.
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SIX SMALL STEPS TO BUYING
PROPERTY IN ANTIGUA...

Step 1: Choosing an agent
Identifying the right realtor to guide
you through the buying process is
crucial. With a combined three decades’
experience in the local property market,
the friendly, efficient and professional
Luxury Locations team can help make
finding your ideal abode a fruitful and
enjoyable experience.

Step 5: Non-citizen’s licence
Non-nationals buying a home need
a non-citizen’s licence which our
recommended lawyers can handle for
you. It costs five per cent of the purchase
price and can take up to three months
to acquire but it’s a pretty seamless
process and 99 per cent of applicants are
approved.

Step 2: Viewing properties
The next stage is for us to determine
your specific requirements: is your dream
home beachfront or hillside? Does
it have a pool or garden? How many
bedrooms should it have? And what is
your investment range? We will then
suggest various properties for you to look

Step 6: Completion
The remaining 90 per cent of the property
price is owed upon completion of the deal.
Finally, there’s the transfer of the title
deeds making you the official owner. Now
all that’s left for you to do is settle in and
enjoy your new home. Or, for maximum
return on your investment, enter it into
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PROPERTY FEATURE

VILLA AZURA
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of Antigua’s glorious east coastline and a
short drive from some of the island’s toprated restaurants. Villa Azura also boasts
a stunning infinity pool, al fresco dining
area and expansive sundeck.
The stylishly-designed interior
includes a spacious living room and
French doors opening onto the verandah
and pool. An adjacent sunken den affords
extra privacy and seclusion, while the
dining area overlooks a private walled

Villa Azura is listed at US$3,300,000.
Email info@luxurylocations.com or call
+1 268 562-8174 for more details or to
arrange a viewing.
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ou don’t have to be an eco-warrior
to appreciate the ‘green’ themes
which abound in this luxurious
three-bedroom property. Features such
as the award-winning climate control
beds and 100% natural wall plaster which
‘breathes’ with changes in temperature
and humidity offer the utmost in comfort
too.
From its tranquil Long Bay location,
Villa Azura is within walking distance

ns

WHERE LUXURY AND ECO-FRIENDLY COMBINE

garden and is connected to the fully-fitted
kitchen by a serving hatch.
Each bedroom has its own pergolacovered patio overlooking the sea, ensuite bathroom and outdoor walled rain
shower.  
Gardening enthusiasts will love the
beautifully landscaped tropical gardens
where you can pick fruit directly from the
trees. Villa Azura is staffed with a house
manager, housekeeper and gardener. n
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PROPERTY FEATURE

VILLA MUSICA
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The panoramic balcony is perfect for
entertaining and al fresco dining. There is
also a paved courtyard, a lovely sundeck
area and a swimming pool, partially
shaded by mature trees.
Villa Musica occupies a gently sloping
half acre of countryside, profuse with
tropical trees and bright bougainvillea.
The breathtaking views encompass both
English Harbour and Falmouth Harbour,
where popular restaurants, shops and
amenities are just a short drive away. n
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Villa Musica is listed at US$1,190,000.
Email info@luxurylocations.com or
call +1 268 562-8174 for more details or
to arrange a viewing.
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nique features complement
the intriguing design of this
charming home set in the
foothills of Monk’s Hill overlooking
Antigua’s picture perfect south coast.
Villa Musica’s multi-level interior flows
melodiously into the outdoors where
there is an abundance of idyllic spots to
absorb the splendid coastal scenes.
The main house has three bedrooms,
two bathrooms, an office which could be
converted into a fourth bedroom, and a
one-bedroom studio with its own kitchen
and bathroom. The dining room adjoins a
generous kitchen, a delight for anyone who
loves to cook.
There is also a one-bedroom guest
cottage, currently used as a recording studio.
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LIFE AND LANDSCAPE IN PERFECT HARMONY

PROPERTY FEATURE

VILLA 421 A&B
balcony affording excellent sea views. The
second bedroom, currently set up as a
music studio and office, also has a balcony
and en-suite. A small guest bedroom and
separate lounge could both be turned into
additional bedrooms if required.
A discerning eye for style coupled
with investment savvy have transformed
this villa into a smart buy and a beautiful
family home. n
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monochrome pallet with intermittent
flashes of colour create an ambience
of space, light and elegance inside. The
expansive open-plan living area with its
contemporary furnishings – minimalist
but comfortable – has glass sliding doors
leading to a vast open deck. Here, there
are both sun-soaked and shaded areas for
dining and entertaining, plus a boat dock
with direct access to the ocean.
Upstairs, the impressive master suite
has an en-suite bathroom and private
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nyone who thinks Jolly Harbour
villas can appear a little uniform
would be well advised to view
this exquisitely refurbished home on the
fringes of the Caribbean Sea.
Melding two properties into one
sensational abode, this is a stunning
example of a unique and creativelyconceived project, ideally located within the
popular gated community of Jolly Harbour
with its abundant amenities.
Glistening surfaces and a sleek

ns

REFINED REFURB IN THE HEART OF THE HARBOUR

Villa 421 A&B is for sale exclusively through Luxury Locations. For more information,
or to arrange a viewing, email info@luxurylocations.com or call (+268) 562-8174.
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PROPERTY FEATURE

STARFISH HOUSE
The villa is also fully air-conditioned,
has a spacious open-plan living and
dining area and a well-equipped, stylish
kitchen. Floor to ceiling glass doors lead
out onto the verandah and decking and
keep the interior bright and airy. A small
tropical garden with barbeque adds to
the Caribbean ambience of calm and
tranquillity.
Both bedrooms are spacious,

impeccably styled and each has an ensuite bathroom.
Starfish House is close to some of
the island’s most beautiful beaches and
just minutes away from the hub of Jolly
Harbour. This popular residential area
has abundant amenities, including an
international supermarket, sports centre,
gym, tennis and squash courts, golf
course, pharmacy, bars and restaurants. n
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T

he exceptional views over
resplendent turquoise waters are
just a part of what this delightful
two-bedroom hillside home has to offer.
From its elevated position on
Antigua’s famous west coast, Starfish
House enjoys wonderful trade winds all
year round - perfect when relaxing on the
shaded verandah, roof terrace or daybed
next to the infinity pool.
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HILLSIDE HAVEN OVERLOOKING THE CARIBBEAN SEA
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Starfish House is listed at US$595,000.
Email info@luxurylocations.com or
call +1 268 562-8174 for more details or
to arrange a viewing.

PROPERTY FEATURE

ns

BREEZY
BAY

BROADEN YOUR
HORIZONS
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reezy Bay’s expertly appointed
interior is every bit as breathtaking
as the scenes from its elevated spot
on a sunset-facing bluff.		
The townhouse-style property, within
the upscale contemporary Tamarind
Hills development on Antigua’s southwest coast, is split over three levels and
fully-furnished with chic décor, luxurious
fittings and fixtures.
The ground floor encompasses
a fully-fitted kitchen with high-end
contemporary appliances, and a large
open-plan living area. Vast floor-toceiling glass doors flood the place with
natural light. The living room leads out
onto a glorious sun patio complete with
infinity plunge pool.
The second floor offers two large
guest bedrooms, both with en-suites and
rainfall showers. The entire upper level
of the property houses a stunning master
suite, enhanced by a beautiful vaulted
ceiling. It has a deep soak bathtub and a
large walk-in wardrobe.
Breezy Bay’s end-terrace position
gives it an extra patio space with inbuilt
barbecue. Tamarind Hills is just a few
minutes’ drive from Jolly Harbour and its
array of amenities and attractions. n

Email info@luxurylocations.com or call
+1 268 562-8174 for more details or to
arrange a viewing of Breezy Bay.
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PROPERTY FEATURE
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COOL BREEZE
SUPER LOCATION, SUBLIME STYLE

E

legant styling, luxurious fittings and
contemporary appliances give this
three-bedroom villa its edge. Cool
Breeze has a choice location in quiet
Harbour View, within walking distance of
the hub of Jolly Harbour and its plentiful
amenities.
With 2,000 square feet of interior
and exterior living spaces, this wellmaintained property would make a superb
family home or investment opportunity.
The generously-proportioned pool is
adjacent to an attractive gazebo-covered
outdoor dining and entertaining area.
There is also a large sundeck and shaded
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terrace with plenty of space and furniture
for relaxation.
Clean lines, a neutral palette and
abundant windows give the interior
a light, airy ambience. The open-plan
lounge backs onto a smart fully-fitted
kitchen with large breakfast bar.
There are three spacious bedrooms,
two of them en-suite and all with built-in
wardrobes. The master bedroom offers
direct access to the deck and pool.
Cool Breeze benefits further from
hurricane shutters on all doors and
windows for maximum peace of mind. n

Cool Breeze is listed at US$599,000.
Email info@luxurylocations.com or call
+1 268 562-8174 for more details or to
arrange a viewing.

PROPERTY FEATURE

VILLA 224E
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VOGUISHLY REVAMPED HOME
IN GATED JOLLY HARBOUR
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his beautiful three-bedroom villa
has been extended, completely
refurbished and customised to the
highest standards. Villa 224E is a spacious
and luxurious property which benefits
further from a huge sundeck directly on
the water, docking for a 50ft boat, and
covered parking space.
The interior boasts high-end fixtures
and fittings, and exceptional styling
throughout. The open-plan living area
includes a stunning contemporary kitchen
with upscale appliances. Glass sliding
doors lead onto the deck.
A discerning eye for style is evident
in every room, while abundant doors
and windows and a clean, neutral palette
combine for a light, airy feel.
All three bedrooms have been
extended and have exquisite en-suite
bathrooms with walk-in showers. There is
an additional guest washroom downstairs.
Villa 224E occupies a prized endunit spot in the heart of desirable Jolly
Harbour, just a short walk from famous
Jolly Beach. The area’s plentiful amenities
include an international supermarket,
gym, pharmacy, golf course, bars and
restaurants. n

Villa 224E is listed at US$995,000.
Email info@luxurylocations.com or call
+1 268 562-8174 for more details or to
arrange a viewing.
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LUXURY PROPERTY

Carlisle Bay Unit – Carlisle Bay Hotel

Indian View – Jolly Harbour

2 bedroom suite

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms
US$1,500,000
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POA

Harbour Lodge

3 bedrooms, large verandah and pool

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms
US$1,500,000
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US$1,450,000
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Foxtails – English Harbour

Lime House – Valley Church
4 bedrooms, tranquil hillside location
US$995,000
100

No. 8 Sugar Ridge – Sugar Ridge
3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms with pool and sea views
US$1,395,000

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174

Ocean Blue – Tamarind Hills
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LUXURY PROPERTY

Villa Petrichor – Valley Church

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms with pool and sea front

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms plus studio
US$1,595,000
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US$1,595,000

Villa Babylon – Galleon Beach

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms, with pool on the beach

4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and pool

ry

The Beach House – Galley Bay

US$2,500,000
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US$1,995,000

No. 5 Town House – Jolly Harbour
3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms
US$800,000

Villa Sea Tang – Fitches Creek
4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms plus swimming pool
US$855,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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LUXURY PROPERTY

Bay Villa –Non Such Bay

Hodges Bay Resort –Hodges Bay

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms

1 bedroom

US$400,000

Lo
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US$400,000

1501 – Non Such Bay

4 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms with swimming pool

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms
US$400,000
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US$495,000
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Villa Dragonfly – Harbour View

Leatherhead – Harbour View
4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and swimming pool
US$450,000
102

Cove Suites – Blue Waters Hotel
1 bedroom suite
US$425,000

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174
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LUXURY PROPERTY

Cashmere – Brown’s Bay

Passion Villa – Valley Church

4 bedrooms, sundeck and infinity pool

3 bedrooms, new build
From US$540,000
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US$1,950,000

Sehil –Brown’s Bay

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms, with pool and docks

3 bedrooms, spacious open-plan interior
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The Boat House – Jolly Harbour

US$2,300,000
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US$880,000

Cunninghams – Cedar Valley
4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms with pool and view of golf course
US$985,000

Villa 224D – Jolly Harbour
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and dock
US$450,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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LUXURY PROPERTY

No. 2 Hamilton Estate

Villa Raija – Jolly Harbour

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and communal pool

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms
US$295,000
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US$285,000

Villa 226F – Jolly Harbour

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms
US$300,000

Lu
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Price on request

ry

Townhouse 24 – Nonsuch Bay

Villa 417B –Jolly Harbour
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and 40ft dock
US$315,000
104

Villa 222F – Jolly Harbour
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and dock
US$395,000

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174
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LUXURY PROPERTY

Villa 331C – Jolly Harbour

No. 3 – Hamilton Estate

2 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms and dock

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and communcal pool
US$206,700
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US$195,000

Villa 419A – Jolly Harbour

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms

2 bedrooms, 1.5 bathrooms and 40ft dock
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Palm Tree Apartment – Harbour View

US$228,000
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US$215,000

Villa 414B – Jolly Harbour
2 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms and dock
US$230,000

Hamilton No. 1 – Hamilton Estate
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and communal pool
US$230,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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LUXURY PROPERTY

Villa Champagne – Galley Bay Heights

Dragon’s Lair – Jolly Harbour

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms

4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms
US$4,000,000
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Price on request

Out Of The Blue – Jolly Harbour

3 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms, pool and sea front

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms plus cottage pool and on the beach
US$3,300,000
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US$3,300,000

ry

Villa Azura – Long Bay

Villa Avalon – Galley Bay
5 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, pool and sea view
US$3,450,000
106

Barrymore Beach Apartments – Runaway Bay
16 units, 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, on 2 acres of land
US$5,570,000

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174

Friar’s Hill land
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LAND FOR SALE

Turtle Bay land

Ideal for commercial or residential development

30,000 sq ft elevated parcel
Price on request
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Price on request

Galley Bay land

Hillside plot with views over bay

0.24 acres, sea views

ry

Verandah land

US$280,000
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US$334,770

English Harbour land
9 acres of development land
US$2,709,000

Savanahh – St James area
20.6 acres

US$575,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM • INFO@LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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MY ANTIGUA
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THE ARTISTRY
OF BUSINESS
people have an image of the type of person
I am and I think I am very different from
that. I am pretty low-key, mellow, a lot
simpler than they expect.

How has Antigua changed since you
were a child?
Even though we have more of everything,
people have less time these days. We lived
a lot more in nature back then. We didn’t
have the technology and the games; we
used to go bird hunting, pick sugarcane
and mangoes, things that seemed simple
but were a lot of fun. I grew up in a really
great community with great friends, who
are still great friends.

ca

Favourite movie? Song?
‘Kill Bill’ is a favourite but I’ve seen it too
many times now! ‘The Godfather’ is my
classic. A great song on my current playlist
is Bon Appetit by Katy Perry. My car
stereo is permanently tuned into English
Harbour Radio.

growing up. Also, the time many years ago
when I ran the watersports department at
the Halcyon Cove resort.
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How did your family end up in Antigua?
Both my parents are from Syria but I was
born in Trinidad. On a business trip to
Barbados my father got chatting to VC
Bird (Antigua’s first Prime Minister) and
Ernest Williams (former MP) at his hotel
bar. They told him they were looking for
investors in Antigua and convinced him
to come over and have a look. My father
ended up setting up a clothing factory in
Coolidge and we moved to Antigua not
long after I was born in the early 1960s.
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Fashion, speedboats, restaurants and resorts all appear on entrepreneur Jeff Hadeed’s
esteemed résumé. Here, the eminent businessman and father-of-one reveals the secrets
of his success to Luxury Locations Magazine – along with a passion for fitness and
gangster movies - and why he’s not quite the hard-headed mogul one might think.

What sets Antigua apart from other
Caribbean islands?
It’s the one island that has both cultural
and natural geographic diversity. It has a
genuine and relatively deep West Indian
culture, but at the same time it’s multiethnic with a cosmopolitan ambience.
It has hills, forest, outer islands and our
coastline is just spectacular. It has a bit of
everything.
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You’ve had your figurative finger in
a few pies over the years – an Italian
fashion shop and a cigarette boat charter
business back in the day, and now Big
Banana and The Larder restaurants
and the South Point resort. What’s
key to running a successful business in
Antigua?
Because the market is small, it’s vital
that there’s enough of a market for
whatever you’re doing. HR management
is incredibly important everywhere –
but I think even more so here. It’s also
important to understand the idiosyncrasies
of the market and the environment you
are operating in. Newcomers will find a lot
of political and cultural issues here which
may not be the same as they’re used to;
you have to understand the culture and
how things work. I think some people
are unwise to that; they arrive and see
lots of gaps in business services but don’t
really understand why those gaps exist.
Sometimes the reason is because there’s
no market for it, or it’s too difficult or too
costly.
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Any favourite local hangout spots?
I spend a lot of time at the Larder and
South Point. Otherwise, I like Cecilia’s,
Le Bistro, Abracadabra and Catherine’s.
My favourite beach would have to be
Darkwood.

Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you.
Most people don’t know I went to fashion
design school in Milan. But generally,
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How do you spend your time when you’re
not working?
I’m mostly working! But I keep the
morning to myself for the gym – I try
to pretend my work day starts at 10am.
I have exercised almost every day since I
was 17. I used to be a cyclist; I raced in
Tortola and in Antigua too. The last time I
raced in the national championships here
I was 45.
What are your happiest memories of life
in Antigua?
Summers on the beach when I was

Which celebrity would you love to host
at one of your restaurants?
Rihanna. Or Jason Statham; I admire him,
I like his movies and his roles, I imagine
he’s a fitness freak! I once read that he
writes down everything he eats.
What drives you?
For me, business is about creativity, it’s
about art. People might assume it’s just
that I want more but really it’s an avenue
to creating stuff. Maybe it’s not a very
good business model – and it’s stressful
when people don’t understand what I am
trying to do – but my decisions are not
always financially based.
What’s the secret to dealing with small
island infamy?
You have to be somewhat reserved because
here gossiping is almost like a sport. You
have to be careful how much of that you
let go, what you keep private and what
you don’t. They say it takes years to build
a reputation and a minute to break it.
It’s very important to me to manage that
aspect of my life. I am very cautious about
my reputation and I work hard – often to
my own detriment – to maintain it. n
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Peace of mind. Piece of paradise.
We’ve got you covered.

Global Commerce Centre
Old Parham Road
P.O. Box W1803
St. John’s, Antigua, West Indies

Tel: (268) 480-2240
Fax: (268) 462-1831
email: customer.service@gbc.ag
www.globalbankofcommerce.com

For over 30 years, Global Bank of Commerce, Antigua’s
oldest institution providing international financial services,
has offered its clients the perfect balance of world class
banking, security and convenience.
Antigua is an independent and sovereign jurisdiction
since 1981, and is well positioned as a safe harbour for the
more selective investor, who may also qualify to obtain
citizenship via a regulated process.
Contact us and learn how we can support your financial
goals, today and tomorrow.

Personal Banking Services
Wealth Management
Commercial Banking Services
International Retail Banking Solutions
Escrow Services
Citizenship by Investment Programme
Online Banking and Card Services
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